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Country Life or City Life?
ROBERT SHERRY, 714;

FRANK THILL, ’14.

BOT so many years back, life in the country was looked
)
upon assomething to be abhorred. City people chose to
to regard farmers as objects of pity or contempt.
Dwellers in small country towns were considered out of

>|]
;

<2}

date, behind-the-times, and hopelessly rustic.

Some of

these notions still exist in the minds of a few deluded

urbanites, but the opinion of the multitude has radically changed, and
life in the country is now viewed in an altogether different light.
In fact, the tendency to return to the country is getting stronger
every day; back-to-the farm movements are increasing in number and
scope; and every year we see more and more residents of large cities
turning to suburban or country life. Newspapers, magazines, and reform workers are helping and fostering this movement with all the resources at their command. The leaders of the nation, both in thought
and action, are advocating and encouraging it; and men who have the
iterest and welfare of the country at heart are relying upon it to maintain the future greatness and prosperity of our republic.
What has brought about this wonderful change of opinion? What is

it that causes men to regard with longing today that which yesterday
they despised?

Why do so many people desire to leave the city behind

and live once more in the country?

Let us pause but a moment and

reflect on the advantages of country life and the question is quickly
answered.
3
Consider the health with which country people are blessed, and
contrast it with the sickness and disease that hover over every city like
an inevitable curse. Look at the farmer, stout, hearty and strong,
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the rudy glow of health upon his jolly, contented face, and then at a

man raised in the city.

How does the latter compare with the country-

bred man? Fortunate, indeed, is he if near so strong, and rare, indeed,
atid an exception, if near so healthy. Statistics show that farmers.
are the healthiest class of people on the globe and live the longest. Is
not this a consideration worth bearing in mind? What a blessing is
health and longevity! How eagerly are they not sought after!
Everything in the country is conducive to health. The air is fresh
and the water pure. The farmer labors outside in the fields over the
clean, fresh-smelling, newly turned earth, amidst green growing things.
and in the warm health-giving sunshine. No factory grind or sweatshop for him; he is his own boss. His hours are as long or as short as
he chooses to make them. His work is always changing, ever varying.
Contrast this with life in the city. A man must be at his work at a
definite time in the morning, working at a machine the whole day long,
in the dirt and dust of the workshop, often a poorly-ventilated, diseaseladen atmosphere. Is it any wonder that the farmer is healthier than
the city dweller? Is it any wonder that men yearn for the freedom and
change and health of the country?
The heart of the farmer is always kept young by his close contact
with nature. He sees nature perpetually at work, hiding the past,
closing up old wounds, renewing itself in its serene and noiseless way,
holding out fresh promise for the future. There is always a new flower
or plant to be seen, always something to be done. In the winter the
farmer is preparing for spring and on the hardest day of the year he
will find something to.divert his thoughts from the cares and duties of
life. He is pleased with the graces of winter’s scenery as well as by the
genial influences of summer. To his attentive eye each moment of
the year has its own beauty.
On the other hand, the city man is surrounded by steel and concrete
buildings, paved streets, cement sidewalks,—all hard, unfeeling, lifeless.
The city tends to crush every emotional feeling, to subdue all spirit in
man, to steal from him his individuality and merge him into the mass,

an unthinking, unfeeling cog ina machine.

The wear and tear and cease-

less grind of city life destroys the nervous system and makes wrecks
of countless thousands. In the city, how rare are trees and green grass,
all sweet and pure, how rare the song of a bird to enliven the spirits if
they are disposed to flag! How cheerless and depressing the city at its

best, how wretched and filthy on a wet day!
A man who lives in the country is sure to be warned by his friends

that he will grow rusty, and he may even fear it himself, but let him
be of good heart. There is nothing dropped which cannot very soon
be picked up. When he leaves his snug harborage in the country and
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goes out into the great world, does he find people more contented than he
is? Are they happier amid their gay surroundings or fresher in mind
or body?
Some people have the mistaken idea that to live in the couniry
means to bury oneself from civilization, and to hinder one’s intellectual
development. On the contrary, however, if the dweller in the country

has used his time well he will find that his faculties have been sharpened
by seclusion and reflection rather than blunted. Farmers lead a more
or less solitary life. They are not surrounded by other men as city
dwellers are.

This leads the farmer to depend more upon himself, to

think more for himself, to work out his problems by himself.

When

he is confronted by a difficulty, instead of hastening to some one else
to help him solve it, the farmer will try to solve it by his own efforts.
This habit forms a self-reliant character. This habit of thinking and
acting on one’s own initiative is certainly a great benefit, one that can
hardly be overestimated, and a common result of country live. This is
why so many farmers or country-bred men have reached the great heights
of fame, honor and success.

In fact, a large majority of menin great positions,—ruling intellects,
profound minds, gifted statesmen—have lived on the farm or in the
country. Most great men from the dim mystery-clouded past down
to the present day philosophers, lawgivers, statesmen, generals, scien-

tists, financiers—owe their greatness to the early training of farm or
country life. It was far away from the din of the city that most of
the truly great discoveries have been made or vast designs pondered
over. It is out under the silent skies, not amid the turmoil and distraction of a great city, that nature works her wonders and moulds her

noblemen.
Nearly all America’s great men were born in the country and
spent their early life there.

Washington, Lincoln, Lee, Andrew Jackson,

Jefferson, Webster and Bryan are but a few examples that I can recall at
the present moment.
Country lifeis a great preserver of home life. Today, in the city,
home-life is threatened with many dangers. Home seems to stand for
nothing but a place to eat and sleep. The family circle is a thing of the

past.

In the country, however, the opposite is the case.

In the even-

ing, when the labors of the day are over, the children instead of running
to moving-picture shows, entertainments, parties and the like, follow

the example of their parents and gather around the family hearth where
the influence of home is so potent for good.
So many boys and girls go bad today just because they never felt
the charms of home, because they never gathered around the hearth at
night and did not receive any wholesome counsel and advice from their
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parents. They sought, instead, a good time with their boon companions
at one of the many places of amusement which the city affords. Undoubtedly the influence of real home-life is one of the main causes why
sO many country boys have become such great men. Undoubtedly,
country life which fosters and strengthens the home is preferable to
city life, which tends to weaken and disrupt it.
Then again, in the country on a winter’s evening, with a wellshaded lamp, a good fire and favorite books around, what more could a

mortal desire? True, one can enjoy the same pleasure in the city, but
the full solace which books are capable of affording can only be received
in the country. There must be a degree of security from interruption, a
sense of repose, not to be broken by the arrival of an important telegram, or by feeling that one ought to be somewhere else, in order that
the magic of books may exercise their real power. This can be experienced better no place on earth than in the country.
Do not imagine, however, that country life is devoid of sport or
more strenuous amusements. There are huskings, neighborhood gatherings, barn dances, coasting or skating parties, village carnivals and
the like, but these are not carried to excess. Country people derive
more benefit and real enjoyment from these affairs than do city people
with all their distractions, festivities and rounds of social pleasures. In
fact, most amusements in the city are really excesses and do people
more harm than good, and the fleeting pleasure of the hours is doubly
paid for with its accompanying fatigue.
In the country the young people are not exposed to so many temptations as city folks, and this, combined with the influence of real home-

life, makes them more moral than their city friends.

This influence

of country life for moral improvement or moral welfare, is testified to

by all reformers, and as a result farms for prisoners are now being
established all over the country. There is surely no better place on
earth to reform the criminal than in the country where everything tends
to lift upward. As a matter of fact, most of these criminals would not
be such had they been raised on a farm or in the country, or had they

even worked in a little garden.
Everybody who is not altogether demoralized by the city, finds
pleasure in a garden. The garden is the source of unfailing delight and
benefit to the thousands who long for he country but cannot realize
their desire. It is the best substitute they can find for country life.
Men who have the means at their command usually live in the country.
Great men nearly always seek to end their days in the blissful quiet
and repose of country life.
Prominent men, successful in all lines
of activity, have their country homes and would not part with them for

all their wealth.
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Thankful, indeed, should we be that this back-to-the-farm-movement has reached such proportions, and that efforts are being made
to keep the young people on the farm. Thankful should we be that so
many colleges have taken up agriculture in their curriculum, for the
material progress and prosperity of our republic depends to a great
extent upon the future development of farm life. More country life

will certainly raise the efficiency and increase the physical and moral
welfare of our future citizens. Country life is just coming into its own.
The farmer is no longer despised but envied, and the day will soon come
when mankind will get a true understanding of the advantages and .
benefits of country life and prefer it to city life.
RoBeErT J. SHERRY, ‘14.

Like the mariner after a spell of stormy weather, let us at the very
outset take our bearings. What class of people shall we take into
consideration in this discussion? Obviously, the vast majority of men
must spend the greater portion of their lives in doing something that will
enable them to make a living. Since making a living implies toil and
hardship, which, let us frankly admit, is distasteful to human nature,
the question as to which form of life can satisfy in the greatest degree
that desire for universal happiness is a momentous one. Happiness for
the average working man, as I conceive it, may be summed up under three
principal divisions: the acquisition of a moderate amount of wealth;
comfort and recreation;

and finally, and most important, education

for his children and the attendance to religious duties.
The desire to possess wealth, besides being prefectly legitimate, is
grounded in the nature of man. Can this end be accomplished in the
country as well as in the city? Let us contrast very briefly the “fifteen
dollars a month and board”’ of the average farm hand, with the salary
of his city brother. The tradesman working in any of our large factories
who cannot earn fifteen dollars weekly, after having spent some time in
the employ of one concern, is, we venture to say, a poor mechanic.
Besides the money question, take into consideration the eight-hour day
of the great majority of city workmen, as compared to the “‘sun-up-tosun-down”’ day of the farm hand, and the trend of the argument is
forceful. Compare even the farm owner with his city brother who is
the proprietor of a small business. Which of the two has the greater
opportunity along commercial lines? Is there a farm in the world so
universally known or worth as much money as the National Cash
Register Co? And yet Mr. Patterson, was at one time the proprietor of
a small business establishment. One last remark to clinch the argument.
Is it not a fact that very many of the best farms are owned by business
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people, who sublet the property to a tenant?

Farms, therefore, are

merely side lines for the city speculator.
After toil and labor, man instinctively looks for comfort and recreation. ‘Ah!’ you will say, ‘‘it is this that gives the country life its
greatest charms.’’ But, what comforts has the farmer which I do not
enjoy? He may have electric light and modern conveniences, if he is
fortunately situated, but fortunate farm locations are few. Has the
farmer his club at which he may spend an evening not only enjoyable
but profitable? He is utterly bereft of this most potent agent for culture
and refinement, namely the acquaintance and association with men of
education and good taste. It is difficult and frequently impossible for
him to enjoy and profit by the occasional presentation of a theatrical
production worth while. And so, examining this sphere of his activity
we find the farmer at a disadvantage compared to the opportunities
of the city man.
The writer believes in the ‘‘back-to-nature’’ movement, and appreciates the great advantage which country life affords in this respect.
The country life, the life in the big, broad open is so healthful and the
surroundings so beautiful! Surely a man could be happy in the country
with environments such as this. But, my friends, these are not the
sentiments of the farmer. They are the dreams of the office man,
caged-up in the city’s dirt and grime for five and one-half days in every
week. These are the thoughts of the fellow whom we meet on the outbound interurban, with a pipe clutched in his teeth, and holding in his
hand a minnow bucket and fishing rod, with the dignity of a Caesar
wielding his scepter. This is the man who really enjoys the country, and
although he may not gain much physical strength from his Saturday
afternoon along the river, yet, through the next week when business
cares weigh heavily, he hears the music of the ripling waters, and the
song of the birds, accompanied by the plaintive sighing of the trees,
all like oil poured on the troubled waters of his soul. There is poetry
in the country, inspiration in every whiff of the pure breeze, but do not

forget that the city poet may enjoy all the grandeur of this life along
with the benefits of living in the city.
The question of education for the farm child, and attendance to

religious duties on the part of the grownup, is a serious one for the
country dweller. The school or church is frequently situated at a great
distance, and attendance at either entails great effort and inconvenience
especially during the winter season. In this respect, conveniently
located schools and churches make the city life by far preferable.
It may be said that life in the country affords the scholar a greater
opportunity to pursue his work. This is doubtful. The great masterpieces in literature, poetry and philosophy, without an exception, deal
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It is in the city and not in the quiet retreats of

the country, that one sees and is able to read human nature and character.

Ambition, pride, and all the passions of man are continually at work
shaping the history of the times, not in quiet peaceful woodland retreats,
but in the fevered excitement of city life.
Country life has its advantages, and since the success of life depends
largely on-the person living it, undoubtedly there are those who do not
share my opinion. However, when we consider the opportunity for
advancement, the comfort and convenience, and add to this the fact that
many of the joys of country life are open to the city man as well as the
rural resident, the conclusion that city life is preferable on the whole to

country life, is, we believe, perfectly legitimate.
FRANK THILL, ’14.

Lincoln, The President
eowocs COCeyS

ROBERT J. SHERRY, ’14.
4] HE deeper and more thorough a person studies the history
of the world, the surer and more certain is he confirmed
in his belief that the hand of Providence guides and
directs all the actions of man and shapes and controls
destinies of nations. Raising the curtain that conceals from our view the wonderful past, we can follow
the well-defined plan running through the course of human events from
the dim and mystery-shrouded antiquity down to the present day.
Wonderful have been the manifestations of this unseen power that brings

order and harmony out of disorder and choas.

How often has it not

occurred that when anarchy and confusion hold sway, when the wicked

and lawless reign supreme, when all hope of peace and justice seem lost,

that God raises a mighty man who overthrows these forces of evil and
restores order and harmony! How often has it not occurred that
powerful empires, crushing life and liberty out of weaker neighbors,
are hurled from their mighty seats of power and pride into the dust of
oblivion by an almost unknown hero! How often has it not occurred

that kingdoms and republics, rent by internal dissensions, torn in twain
by civil war, seem on the point of destruction, when God raises a great
_ leader who unites the warring factions and restores unity and strength!
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Never has it happened in history that there was not a man equal to
the occasion.
We can see the workings of this same Providence in the affairs of
our Republic, for when these United States were threatened with ruin,
when the Union seemed about to be torn asunder, when slave-owner

and abolitionist were pressing the bitter cup to the nation’s lips, when
brother was
piloted the
channels, a
throes of a
foundation,

arrayed against brother, did not God raise up a leader who
ship of state safely through the stormy seas of perilous
leader who held the nation intact, though wrapt in the
mighty and violent convulsion that shook it to its very
a leader that stands forth on the pages of history unique

in his character, majestic in his individuality, a leader of leaders whom
we all know whom we all love and revere,—the great simple-hearted
patriot, Abraham Lincoln.
When Lincoln was elected President he faced a situation more
serious and more dangerous than ever confronted a president before.
He was hardly known by the people as a whole. Europe knew nothing
of him. To the South and many people of the North he was an uncouth
jester, an ambitious upstart, a reckless disturber. He was hated by
the South, not only for his principles but for himself. The son of the
cavalier, the man who felt toil a stain, despised this son of the people,
this child of toil. He was going to Washington to meet the misgivings
of his own party and to confront the fiercest, most implacable and powerful rebellion of which history gives us an example. Personal dangers
attended his journey. The course before him was lighted only by the
lamp of duty. Outside its radiance, all was dark. He seemed to be
conscious of all this, to be weighted down by it, and uttered these words
when leaving his home town: ‘“‘I go to assume a task more difficult than
that which has devolved upon any other man since the days of Washington. He never would have succeeded except tor the aid of Divine
Providence upon which he at all times relied. I feel that I cannot succeed
without the same divine blessing which sustained him, and on the same

Almighty Being I place my reliance for support.”’
Did Lincoln flinch from the task before him?

Did he waver and

hesitate and compromise like his predecessor? No, Lincoln never hesitated. So strong was his sense of duty, so courageous his heart, so sure
was he of his own high purpose and motives, and of the favor of God

for himself and his people, that he moved calmly to his appointed task
neither boasting nor shrinking.
The situation that Lincoln faced was truly desperate.

The tragic

sadness of his countenance deepened, for his keen eyes began to see the
awful significance of the secession movement. The pent-up agony
showed in his lean visage as he watched the attempts to break up the
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great republic. Fort Sumter was already besieged. The Florida
forts were threatened, and an organized Confederate government with
drilled troops was actually in control or many States. The whole country
waited anxiously to hear what the rail-splitter had to say. To use
force meant instant civil war. To refrain from using of force meant the
destruction of the Union. ‘What would he do?” was the question
that trembled on every lip. His inaugural speech cleared all doubt
and plainly showed where he stood. He made the Union the objective

point of his administration.

‘No State upon its own motion can get

out of the Union,” was the declaration he hurled at the seceding States.
“And I shall take care, as the Constitution expressly enjoins upon me,
that the laws of the Union be faithfully executed in all the States.”’
And as Lincoln kissed the open Bible upon which he took the oath of
Presidency, the thunder of artillery announced his vow to defend the
Union.
The South tried by every means in its power to force the president
to commit an overt act of war, but in vain. With infinite patience and
kindness he tried to reconcile the South, and even made the proposition
to buy their slaves, for although Lincoln hated slavery, he recognized
its constitutional existence and rights, and did not wish to despoil those
who held slaves as a property interest.
In all his public utterances,
while maintaining the authority of law and the just rights of the
national government, he always breathed an undertone of yearning for
the misguided and rebellious.
Soon came the crash that shook the continent and thrilled the
civilized world. Sumter had been fired upon; the South had declared
war. During that long and terrible struggle Lincoln toiled incessantly.
During those long years of war the Commander-in-Chief was the man
behind all the guns in the field. The men in front came to havea realizing
sense of the infinite patience, the persistent hopefulness, the steadfastness of spirit, the devoted watchfulness of the great commander in

Washington. It was through the spirit of Lincoln that the spirit in the
ranks was preserved during the months of discouragement and defeats.

With truth can it be said that victory was the result of inspiration given

alike to general and soldier from the patient, devoted soul of the nation’s
leader.
Disaster and defeat, divided councils in cabinet, virulent and heated
debates in congress agitated the country. Lincoln alone was patient
and courageous. To all around him he seemed tired, pale, almost
worn-out. The ceaseless grind of work, the frightful and increasing

responsibilities imposed by war, the cruel jibes of critics all over the
country had deepened the furrows in his brow an wasted his homely face.
The far-away rapt look in his eyes, the pitiful droop of his strong mouth,
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the pathetic sloping of his tall, black-clad figure gave evidence of the
strain upon him. He was bearing the burdens of the nation. Concentrated in that one, great, strong yet tender face, the agony of the life
and death struggle of the hour was revealed.
Never did he pause in his work; never did he stop to seek rest, but
went on and on, always onward. He was criticized and ridiculed, yet
all the while the waves of passion were dashing over his sturdy figure,
as the winds against a lone oak on a sandy beach, no unkind word escaped
him. He would smooth over a rough place in his official intercourse
with a funny story fitting the case in point, and they called himatrifler.
He would round off a logical argument with a familiar example, hitting

the nail squarely on the head and driving it home, and they called him a
buffoon.

Yet he remained always courteous, always tolerant, always

making allowance.
His was the master-spirit, his the guiding hand, the starting of moral
forces, the moving of organized ideas. The spirit of a hero lie beneath
that rugged exterior, the courage of a lion back of those patient, kindly

aspects, for remember well, that Lincoln was a man with muscles of

steel, who had thrashed and cowed the most dreaded desperadoes of the
frontier, a self-made son of the wilderness who battled against flood,
famine and wild beasts, and who had in him the stout heart and the
Lincoln was insteady will of the cabin-born and the forest-bred.
of ridicule, that
afraid
he
was
nor
injustice,
or
folly
of
fear
of
capable
tremble.
men
strong
many
so
which
before
weapon
poisoned
Still, even though he stood rock-like where his mind and conscience
told him that he was right, an humbler, simpler or more unaffected man
never walked the earth. There are volumes of books teeming with
tales of his tenderness to women, his love of little children, and his

compassion for unfortunates.
As I already stated, the objective point of Lincoln’s administration
was the Union. In nothing is the sagacity and might of Lincoln’s
statesmanship more apparent than in his determination to save the
Union of the States. Often has Lincoln been accused of starting the

war to free the slave, but no accusation was ever more groundless.

Judge for yourselves from the agonized yet unflinching letter which
he wrote in reply to Horace Greely amid the roar of a conflict in which a
half-million lives were lost: ‘‘My paramount object in this struggle is to
save the Union, and it is not to save or destroy slavery. If I could
save the Union without freeing any slave I would do it; if I could save
it by freeing all the slaves, I would do it; and if I could do it by freeing
some and leaving others, I would also do that. What I do about slavery
and the colored race, I do because Ibelieve it helps this Union, and what
I forebear, because I do not believe that it would help the Union.”’
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The people of the North insisted on the
abolition of slavery. Their
demands grew stronger day by day.
Lincoln’s cabinet advised delay.
He, himself, was opposed to slavery,
not because some masters were
cruel, but on principle. “All men,”
included the black man. God’s
law embraces creation. Yet he hesit
ated. Would it be just? Would
it help the Union, or would it injure
the Union? His thoughts were
for the whole country, not for any secti
on. Nothing could make him
forget that the South was defending what
it believed to be its legal
rights. His innate sense of justice kept
him from depriving them of their
property rights. He desired emancipa
tion by conpensation.
He turned to God for guidance and final
ly issued January 1, 1863,
the proclamation that ended slavery forev
er under the American flag.
Is there anything in history more touch
ing than the spectacle of this
strong man, struggling between his sense
of duty and the pitiless clamor
of his country, raising his soul like a child
to his father! Great, indeed,
was his faith in Providence.
The shedding of blood grieved the tende
r heart of Lincoln. His joy
over the greatest victories was overcast
by the thought of the dead or
dying, no matter on which side. All thro
ugh the bloodiest days of the
war

he went to the hospitals in Washington.

His heart was with the

common soldiers; he was tender to
the Confederate wounded, for he
could

never forget that they were his countrym
en. He could not withstand an appeal to pardon a young soldi
er condemed to death. The
horrors of war was draining his heart’s
blood.
But in his determination to save the Repub
lic, no horror could shake
his resolution. How much is the debt of
love we owe to Lincoln, that
one so merciful and tenderhearted could
suffer the frightful shocks of
years of slaughter and waste without wave
ring from his duty.
Lincoln was a man who comprehended withi
n himself all the strength
and gentleness, all the majesty and grace
of this Republic. It is unconceivable how such a man could have
aroused antagonism so bitter
and abuse so savage to fall at last by the hand
of an assassin. Martyrdom, though infamously aimed, came as
a fitting crown toa life consecrated to human liberty:
The South does not know, except as a kind
of heresay that he was
a friend, the one friend who had the powe
r and the will to save it from

itself.

He was, the one man in public life who could
have come to the

head of affairs bearing with him none of
the embittered resentment
growing out of the anti-slavery battle. Whils
t, Seward, Chase, Summer
and others were engaged in hand-to-hand
combat with the Southern
leaders in Washington, Lincoln, a philosophe
r and statesman, had been
observing the course of events from afar and like
a philosopher and states-

man.

The direst blow that could have been laid down
upon the pros-
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that struck him down.
trate South was delivered by an assassin’s bullet
the plain people. He
and
rs
soldie
the
by
father
He was loved as a
was great among the
won their love fairly, neither by art or trick. He
the country, but none
great. In his cabinet were the greatest men of
could compare with him.

None of them, nor all of them combined,

best of us all.”” And
could fill his place. Even Seward said: ‘He is the
revealed to us standing
looking back over the story of the Civil War, he is
Washington founded.
high above all men, the Savior of the nation which
conditions that
Picture to yourself his early life and the adverse
ng by the outstretched
surrounded him; the little heart broken boy weepi
ng to manhood amid
form of a dead mother; this motherless lad growi
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necessarily a master of the whole circle of the arts and sciences. it is
true, there are some men of recognized technica! ability, who cannot,
or do not use good grammar; who, on the conirary, use the language of
an uneducated man, and whose penmanship, spelling, and punctuation
are very poor indeed ; but the fact that a few men of this type have achieved
great success, does not lessen the importance to the engineer of a
command and use of correct and effective English. There is often displayed a tendency among engineering students to master the science
of engineering and neglect the humble details of English, because of an
idea they have that English is not of sufficient importance to justify their
consideration. This is a great mistake, for while there may occasionally
arise a genius whose fate is guided bya sort of divine inspiration, rather
than by the teachings of experience, the majority of engineers are ordinary human beings. with ordinary talents, and therefore, ordinary
methods must be used in their training. If you were to meet and talk
with a technical man, and he should use bad English, would you not

be justified in thinking he might be deficient in the fundamental knowledge of his profession? You surely would. I am inclined to think,
being an engineering student myself, that the average young man who
takes up the study of some technical course considers the study of
English one of minor importance, which should have been finished
in his grammar school days; that he lacks an appreciation of the purpose of his more advanced English studies, and sees no necessity in his
future professional work for correct English and literary expression.
By the term “Literary Expression,’’ I mean the communication
of one’s thoughts by means of written or spoken language. There are
some more highly gifted along those lines than others,but I think you
will bear with me when I say effective literary expression comes only
with constant practice, and not because of some gift of nature. Although I am by no means perfect in English myself, I do believe that
good English when learned, is nearly as easy to use as poor English.
Its use places one high in the estimation of all educated people, and

certainly it does not lower one in the estimation of the uneducated.
There are many advantages of being able to write and speak well.
One of the tendencies of class-room study is to make the student absorb

a mass of facts by repetition, rather than to assimilate the principles for
further use. The preparing of compositions, essays, speeches, and debates,
makes him think over and review his knowledge, and encourages him to
this knowledge by reading, listening, and thinking. Furthermore, such
work trains the student to go straight to the point and in many ways
it will save time and exertion which go a long ways toward professional
success. Such work also forces the student to be definite in his ideas,
which in turn helps him to speak well and without nervousness when
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he is unexpectedly called upon, for if he has to collect and arrange his
ideas and at the same time think of their expression, he will be indefinite and illogical.
As I see it, the command of good English is essential to the engineer.
It is necessary in his every day work, such as writing out reports,

specifications, and contracts, technical articles and descriptions of his
work for periodicals and engineering societies; and in case he should
desire to write a book it would be absolutely necessary. The practice
of correct speech is enssetialin ordinary conversation, in business interviews, and in speaking to public bodies. Then also, an engineer
who has a wide knowledge in his particular branch of science, may be
called upon to give expert advice upon a certain matter, which he must
do either orally or in written form. Here I should judge his power to
give clear and definite explanations would be put to a merciless test,
because he would have no book of rules to guide him.
The great majority of technical men occupy salaried positions in
the organization of railways, governments, and manufacturing coporations. These positions are obtained by means of acquaintances, made in
a social way, by interview, by correspondence, or on account of an
earned reputation. One who is ignorant of the language finds social
progress nearly impossible. You might say this is a trivial matter, but
I will try to show you to the contrary, that social progress is of vital
importance to the negineer. You doubtless know, matters of great
importance are often settled by favor. You also know that other
things being equal, almost anyone will show his friend the preference in
business or professional matters.

In other words, social relations make

largely for success or failure in the business or professional world.
The need of good English in business correspondence is of still
greater importance than in conversation. I have no doubt that many
men owe the opportunity for advancement to their ability to write a
good letter.
The most detrimental results comes from the use of incorrect

English in technical papers.

When a man submits an article to the

press or to a learned society, it is naturally supposed he has put intoit
- his best efforts; so if it is not well written they can argue that the author
is ignorant of the correct use of English. There are so many well written
articles nowadays that no business man will spare the time necessary to
read and digest a poorly written paper.
A technical man is known by his work or writings. His ability is
clearly exposed in his writings, soif he cannot write well he probably
will not write at all, for the censorship of the learned societies is growing
more severe each day. Every fairminded technical man desires to leave
a permanent record of the results of his best thought and work to aid
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those who come after him. You can readily see that well written
descriptions of work performed, discoveries made, or methods developed,
will accomplish more for the advancement of science than many well
designed constructions. The latter benefit only those who see them;
the former may help all who can read.
In summing up the foregoing ideas I would have you bear this in

mind, that English and Literary Expression should be considered as one
of the most practical problems with which the modern engineer has to
deal, for the engineer who knows how to read, write, and speak, has a
possession not only of mere intellectual and social advantage, but also
of dollars and cents value, no matter in which branch of science his work
lies.
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Happiness in Work
OOP
GEORGE SEITTERS, 16.
“INCE the days of Adam the human race has been carrying
out the edict of God, “In the sweat of thy brow, thou
shalt eat thy bread.’’
God created man with needs and
wants, giving him, likewise, means for supplying those
needs. While He provided the strong right arm the fleet
foot,

active brain,

he also instilled into the nature to

desire, a restless spirit, and a hope for something better
farther on.
It is these provisions, these gifts that enable man to labor with

a light heart, the desire to please, that compel him to do his best.
creeps in, and with its allurements he is made glad.

Hope

It was, indeed, a wise provision that made possible happiness in
work, for drudgery and monotony are thus eliminated, better work is
done, and with less strain and evil effects on the body.
I have seen men who shuffled to their daily work seemingly with no

love for it whatever.

I have watched them as they were at their bench

or elsewhere. I cannot say but that they were faithful, but every hour,
every minute appeared to be weighed up to the employer, as a minute
of time for a half-penny, or an hour for a quarter of a dollar. Thus, they
whiled their time away, waiting, as it were, for the summons to lay
down the hammer and the call to draw their pay.
I have seen other men, who with elastic step and glad countenance
go regularly to and from their employment. It is no hard problem to
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decide that they love their occupation.

There is usually a twinkle in

their eye, a smile upon their face, or at least an air of contentment about
them that appeals to you.

They are steady, always on hand, and work

for the interests of the company.

Their time does not drag, and many

times the day seems altogether too short. I have looked upon their
work and compared it with the indifferent man’s, and have invariably
found it to be of a higher grade. The marks of skill, the polish of care,
and strength of thought are plainly seen upon it. I have also noticed
that men of these attainments occupied the higher and better positions,

and are more favorably looked upon than their shiftless fellow-laborers.
The question may arise in the minds of some, that since happiness
in work play so essential a part, cannot it be acquired. And, too, may
not those who are down hope to rise to occupy a place of worth while.
May not the young upon whom the future greatness of the world depends,
profit by the experiences of those who think and labor now?
I am of the opinion that every person, no matter how indolent by
nature, loves to do something. It is that person’s duty, first to himself,

then to his community, to do if possible that which he likes best, provided
it is a legitimate and honorable calling, for it is only when a person loves
his work that he throws his soul into it. It is only when a man’s soul
is in his work that satisfactory results are produced; it is then and only
then that true happiness may be found in work. I may state here, and
rightly too, that it is this kind of work that produces great results, such
as theories, laws and inventions, These have been the outgrowth of
work where love and therefore happiness exists. It has been this feature
that has moved the master-minds of the ages.
If we could sit at our window some day and watch men go by, to
and from their employment, and see the heart of each, and read their

minds and count how many are happy in their work,—how we should
be shocked at the truth! Many, many people work only because compelled by necessity to do so. These do not love their employment;
they evidently did not get into the kind of work for which nature had
fitted them, and therefore the daily grind to them is disagreeable and
monotonous.

Early in life, in the days of youth, the child must learn to know its
vocation. In so doing it is most likely to select according to its likes
and consequently its happiness. It will be inclined toward that kind
of work for which it has the most talent. It should then be encouraged
in that line, provided of course, the calling is honorable. All things
should be made to assist toward the desired end.
There are some children, however, and with latent talent too, who

do not seem able to find their out vocation. It is here that the
parent and friend may be of good service. They should instruct the
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child in the way that it should go.
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They should instill into its young

mind the possibilities of its future, the advantages of the prescribed
course, its possible attainments and the goal to be reached.
So much for the child who is yet to take up life’s work, but what of
the man who is already in the clutches of a disagreeable task with no
hope for relief? This question may seem sensible and yet from another
altogether absurd. There is not, or there should not be such a thing as
a position in life where there is no hope. If your present position does
not suit, get out of it; find something more congenial. If that be impossible, then do not give two-thirds of your energy to repining. You
will in cases of this kind have enough to do to keep up the strength required for your work without throwing the larger portion to the dogs.
But if you have a grain of energy left after your work is through, or a
grain that is not needed while at it, then for your own and humanity’s
sake, put that grain of energy and all others you can collect to it, toward
making yourself happy, and force upon that sour, rusty countenance of
yours a smile, and then—keep on smiling. May be, if that does not
help you to be happy your neighbor may notice your efforts and reap
the benefit intended for yourself. If so, you may at last get your reware, in knowing later you have not labored in vain.
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JouHN KLINE, ’16.
AMES WATT (1736-1819) was born at Greenock, January 19, 1736. His father was a merchant who had
lost everything in speculation, so at the early age of
nineteen James Watt was thrown on his own resources.
Being of a mechanical turn of mind, he went to London

and served as apprentice for twelve months under a
man named!Morgan who was a maker of physical instruments. The
hard work and frugal living soon told on his strength, and he was forced
to return home and rest, but not until he had gained a good knowledge
of the work. He tried to establish a shop of his own in Glascow, but
as the other craftsman would not recognize him he was forced to close
his doors. During his stay in Glascow he had made the acquaintance
of some of the professors at Glascow College, and when he was forced
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out of business the college took him under its protection as a mathematical instrument maker.
Before long he became the personal friend of Black, the discoverer
of latent heat, and lecturer on chemistry. With him, and a student

named Robinson, who afterwards became Professor of Natural Philosophy
he often discussed the possibility of improving the steam engine, of
which at that time Newcomen’s was the most advanced type.

In 1761-62, Watt made his first experiments which had no positive
result, but in 1764 he came across a model of Newcomen’s engine which
was among the apparatus to be repaired at the University. The enormous steam consumption and clumsiness of the machine at once drew
his attention, and he set about to find a remedy.
In Newcomen’s engine the steam was forced into an upright cylinder,
with a pressure little over the atmosphere. After the steam had forced
the piston up to the end of the cylinder, the upper end of which was
open, a jet of cold water was turned into the cylinder. This condensed
the steamin the cylinder and produced a partial vacuum. The atmospheric pressure then forced the piston down to the starting point. It
can readily be seen that this operation was slow and tedious and that a
great amount of fuel was necessary.
Watt now entered on the scientific examination of the properties
of steam,and from his experiments concluded that two things were
necessary to overcome the crudeness of Newcomen’s engine, viz., that
the temperature of the condensed steam should be as low as possible,
and to use his own words, ‘“‘the cylinder should be as hot as the steam
that entered it.”
Early in 1765 while taking a walk one Sunday afternoon, the idea
came to him that if the steam were condensed in a vessel distinct from

the cylinder, the cylinder could still be kept hot.

Watt put his idea to

test and found that it acted as he had anticipated. He also added an
air-pump to secure a better vacuum. He also covered the upper end
of the cylinder and led the piston rod through a steam-tight stuffing
box. He madea steam jacket about the cylinder, and then put an outer

casing of wood about this which served as a non-conductor.

All these

features are specified in his patent which he obtained in January, 1769.

During the time he was striving to obtain his patent he tried to
demonstrate his idea on a large scale, but as his early experiments had
left him in debt, he found his finances insufficient to continue his demonstrations. A Dr. Roebuck, founder of the Carron Iron Works, furnished
him the money on condition that he receive two-thirds of the profits
of the invention. The experiments made slow progress, for Roebuck
at this time faced financial embarrassment, and Watt’s attention was
attracted to other work.
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He turned to surveying and soon gained a reputation as a civil
engineer. 1767 he madea survey for a Forth and Clyde Canal, a scheme
which failed to secure parliamentary sanction. During the next years
he made many surveys for prospective canals, as well as for harbors at
Ayr, Port Glascow, and Greenock. During his career as civil engineer,
he invented a simple micrometer for measuring distances, which consisted of a pair of horizontal hairs placed in the focus of a telescope,
through which sights were taken to a fixed and movable target held
on a rod whose distance was to be determined. Another invention was
made by him at this time, that of a machine to facilitate drawing

in

perspective.
Meanwhile, Watt had secured his patent and Roebuck had failed.
But another partner was ready to take his place. A man named Matthew
Boulton, who owned the Soho Engineering Works at Birmingham,
bought out Roebucks’ share. In 1775, they secured a continuance of
their patent for twenty-five years.
Watt having abandoned his civil
engineering work, they established the firm of Boulton and Watt, and
engaged in the manufacture of steam engines. The partnership was
indeed a happy one, for Boulton had the good sense to leave the inventive
end of the business to Watt, in whom he had the fullest faith, while he
attended to the business end, and with his substantial means, enterprise,
and resolution, he supplied what was wanting to bring the invention to
commercial success.

In 1782 Watt obtained
a patent which specified that his engine
would be double acting, i. e., both ends of the cylinder were alternately put
in communication with the boiler and condenser. Watt also introduced
at this time the expansive working of steam, in which the intake valve is

closed, after a portion of the stroke of the the piston has been made,
and the expansive properties of the steam in the cylinder is then allowed
to force the piston the remaining portion of the stroke.
Another patent was obtained in 1784 which describes the well

known “‘parallel motion,’’ andastill later invention was the throttle
valve and centrifugal governor. He also invented an indicator which
records the relation of the steam’s pressure to its volume as the stroke
proceeds. This little instrument has played a wonderful part in the
evolution of the steam engine, for with its aid the steam engineer not

only diagnoses the ailments of a faulty machine, whether in one or another
of its parts, but gauges its power in mechanical health.

In 1800 his patent expired, and Watt gave his share of the business
to his sons James and Gregory who carried it along with the son of Boulton
for many years.
The remainder of Watt’s life was quietly spent at Heathfield Hall in
Birmingham, where he devoted his time to mechanical pursuits. His
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life drew to a tranquil close, and the end came at Heathfield on the
nineteenth of August, 1819. His remains were interred in the neighbor-

ing parish church of Handsworth.
In the domain of pure science, Watt not only had ideas greatly in
advance of his age regarding what is now called energy, but wasa discoverer in the composition of water. Writing to Priestley in April,
1783, with reference to some of Priestley’s experiments, he suggests the
theory that ‘“‘water is composed of dephlogisticated air and phlogiston,
deprived of part of their latent or elementary heat.”
Watt’s disposition was despondent and shrinking. He was a man
of waria friendships, and he was one of the few men who can give a
shrewd, but extremely modest estimate of his own achievements. He
was richly stored with the most various knowledge, a master of modern
languages and their literature. Scott speaks of ‘‘the alert, kind, benevolent, old man, his talents and fancy overflowing on every subject, with
his attention alive to everyone’s question, his information at everyoné’s
demand.”

Cheeawana and Yacama
eo
GEORGE SEITTERS, 16.
\f was my privilege to pass the summer of 1905 in the
Northwest; while there, much of my time was spent
along the Columbia River. That mighty stream is in

itself, a world of interest, rivaling the Hudson in picturesque scenes and wealth of legends.
One day while in Portland I received a communication requesting my presenceat The Dalles, a town about one hundred
miles up the river. The weather was extremely fine and as there was no

occasion to hurry, I decided to go by boat.
It was a motley crowd of humanity that I found on deck next day
as we steamed out into the river. There were representatives of almost
all nationalities. However, all seemed sociable and in the best of humor.
As the lubbering boat slowly paddled its course up the stream, the

beautiful scenery attracted my attention.

We were now nearing Cas-

cades and the rocky formations along the shore rose in fantastic shapes,
suggestive even to the least imaginative.
“Uh, Cheeawana, heap watch, much cry!”’ spoke a voice in Indian
dialect.
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I turned and saw close behind me an old Indian warrior gazing
intently upon the bank some distance ahead.

Following his gaze I could

see a perpendicular rock which resembled a distant church spire or
monument.
“Come,” I said, ‘What do you see? Where is Chee-a-wa-na?”
The old Indian did not speak for sometime. Meanwhile he placed
himself directly in front of me and squatted down on the deck, all
the while keeping his eyes on the figure. At length he said as he extended his had, ‘‘See Cheewana.’’!
I guessed at once that there was a legend connected with that rock.
But it was only after bribing the old chief, which cost me my pipe and
tobacco, that I finally got his story.
His language did not flow, but this only added to the charms of
the story and I must confess that in my retelling it, much of its beauty
is lost. Nevertheless, I shall relate it as best I can.
“In the days of long ago,”’ said he, ‘‘before the pale face came to
kill our bear and worry our deer and drive us from our wigwam, there
lived on yonder side of the Great River, a brave young chief named
Ya-ca-ma. Yacama was strong and loved to hunt.
“One day he said, ‘My father, I go beyond The Great River to
the land of the Modocs and kill the deer.’
““No;’ said the old chief, ‘the evil spirit dwells over there and the
great nation of the Modocs. If you go you will come back no more.’
“But Yacama would not listen, and paddled across the swift waters
to the rocky shore where lived the hated Modocs
“With bow and arrow, he crept into the forest, and after a while
he came upon a fine deer. Yacama raised his bow and shot, but the
wounded animal bounded into the thick wood. Yacama hastened to
overtake it. The fleet footed animal continued through the underbrush,

and Yacama, almost breathless, soon gave up the chase.
“Turning to his right, hestarted to return to the river, and after a
short distance he came upon a small open space of ground through which
ran a stream of clear water. Yacama stooped to drink, and as he did
so he saw a fresh footprint in the sand.
“A squaw!’ murmured Yacama, as he seated himself on the grass.
“He did not look around until he heard a footstep at his side, when,
glancing up, he saw a fair young squaw about his own age. Yacama

greeted her respectfully, and removing his beads from his neck, handed
them to the maid.
““Fair squaw,’ said he, ‘I am on your hunting ground. Let us
have peace. I love your forest; I adore you. May I come to your
wigwam?’
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““Young brave, I cannot take you to my father’s wigwam,’ answered the girl. ‘He fears the strange face.’
““Tell me your name then’, said Yacama, ‘that when I come again
I may find you.’
‘“““My name is Cheeawana, my home is along the Great River,’
she said.
““Yacama loved and wooed the girl. He pleaded to go along with
her, but Cheeawana would not let him.
““Can you not ask your father to allow me to hunt in your forest?’
asked Yacama. ‘If I can but meet you out here everyday I shall be
glad. Tell your father I will hunt for him and fight for him when the

powerful nations come.’ Thus pleaded the brave Yacama.
“At last Cheeawana yielded and led him to her father’s wigwam.
As they approached, the Big Chief arose. He waited to hear their
story. Then slowly he looked around upon all his braves, then upon
his daughter, then again upon the stranger. ‘Huh young man, much
brave, love squaw, heap much fight,’ «aid he, as he pointed to the men
about the camp.
““Suddenly an idea seemed to strike him, and he said ‘What is your
name?’
““T am Yacama. I live beyond The Great River’, answered the
young hunter.
““Bad Yacama!’ cried old Watachee as he sprang forward, filling
the air with his warhoop, ‘Come to steal my daughter! I kill you now!’
“But Yacama nimbly jumped aside and instantly disappeared in
the forest while Watachee rained curses on his name and clan.
“Yacama waited in the thick underbrush until the night had
come on. Then he stole forth and found Cheeawana sitting alone
outside the wigwam. She joined him, and together they walked to
the river side where they talked until the moon hung on the mountain
top toward the sea. Then they planned to meet there every evening.
“So every evening Cheeawana would go to the river bank and every
night Yacama would paddle his little canoe across the mighty waters to

his trembling squaw.
“Thus the autumn and winter passed and the Chenook winds came

on, bringing the great rains from the sea.

The waters in The Great

River grew wild but Yacama still came to his waiting squaw.
“One wild, stormy night as Cheeawana waited on the overhanging
rocks, she watched the waters anxiously, for Yacama was late. He
had promised that when the moon was full he would take her along
with him, and now the moon was full, although it hid behind the dark,
black clouds.
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“What is that?

A dark object on the water.
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Coming, coming near-

er?

Is it Yacama?’
‘““*VYacama, are you coming?’ called the anxious maiden.
‘““*Cheeawanz, my Cheeawana, Iam coming,’ answered Yacama.
‘“A mighty wave came racing down the river and dashed against
the little canoe. Cheeawana heard Yacama scream. She saw him
hurled into the stream and then go down forever!
‘‘Cheeawana waited in the darkness but Yacama did not come.
She peered into the dark water but Yacama was not there. She lay
prostrate upon the shelving rock and stretched out her arms to the waves
beseeching them to give to her her Yacama. The moon looked down
between the broken clouds and threw rays upon Cheeawana and the
water.

Now by its kind light she could see.

Yes, there beneath her

was Yacama, beckoning her to come. With a glad cry she sprang into
the water and joined her Yacama.
‘“The Chenook winds came up from the sea and told the tall rock
that Cheeawana and Yacama would meet there no more. Then the
tall rock began to cry and every night when the wind comes up it calls
Yacama.”’
Our boat had passed the rock and now stopped at a small landing
a short distance up stream. She was scheduled to lay there for an hour
so I got off and walked down to see ‘‘Cheeawana”’ closer. As I drew
near I observed her to be composed of a red sand stone and near the
top were several perforations through which the winds crept and gently
whispered ‘‘ Yacama.”’

GERALD E. DUNNE, ’16.
}T was about twenty years ago. If I remember well, it.

happened during the summer of ’94.

At that time the

whole country was suffering from a raging disease;
afterwards christened “bicycle fever’. Every man,
woman and child were on wheels. They sped hither
and thither (at least we thought it was speed in those
days) on the sidewalks and in the streets, with signal bells and lamps
and without either, day and night, until the pedestrian who did not

carry a heavy life insurance had absolutely no business on the outside
of the front gate.
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There were bicycle races and parades. Bicycle clubs took bicycle
trips. At Coney Island ‘‘Dauntless Damion,” daring and death defying,
dove the dip of death on a bicycle. All day long your friends talked
nothing but bicycle.
Even your meals were infected. The soup
seemed to have been run through a hose or an inner tube; at least it
had that delicious rubber flavor which always lends zest to the appetite.
Between the bicycle advertising matter in the papers, and the long
list of enthusiastic racers who had exploded their ‘“‘ vacuum chambers”’
by colliding with fence posts, trees, grandstands and other immovable
objects, a person was entirely unable to find out whether or not the city
council voted ‘‘yea’’ or ‘‘nay’”’ regarding the streetcar Franchise Bill’
In other words if you were not a fanatic on the subject of “wheels” you
were passé positively to be pitied. It really got so bad that a man
could not get a decent night’s sleep. As sure as night came, wheeled
phantoms would ride through your open bed-room window, straight
up the wall and across the ceiling in single file, and then bunching like
cyclists on a race course, dash madly at the little opening in the transom,
and fall, in a scrambling heap to the floor, as you sprung breathless from
your bed only to find that it was all a horrible nightmare.
Although I look back upon this fever stricken period, from which

few passed unscathed, with the same feeling that a grown up man recalls
the days of paper busbies, wooden guns, and imaginary Indian fights
around the old quince bush in his father’s back yard, I will admit that
the fever spirits breathed their infection into my nostrils also, and that
I, too, became infected, much so, indeed that I joined a cycling club.
It was my custom during the long, hot summer of ’94 to take supper
at an early hour, and when the suns rays began to meet the earth at a
more reasonable angle, to set out in one direction or another, and spend

the entire evening in cycling through the parks or far into the beautiful

expanse of country with which nature had so lavishly surrounded our
town. These little excursions were most refreshing, indeed, after long
tedious hours over a desk. It was on one of these occasions that the
accident which I am about to relate occurred.
,
My direction led toward Indian Lake, a most beautiful spot, located
about five miles to the North of the town. The weather was ideal. It
was late in August, and I must confess that the County Commissioners
had the roads in perfect condition. The sand pike, that wound in and
out among the sycamores as it followed the graceful course of Beaver

Creek, was my favorite rendezvous.

Indian Lake was fed by Beaver

Creek, and the sand pike led to a refreshing grove at its mouth.
The sun had already sunken below the horizon, and the dusk of
evening had commenced to gather. Already on my homeward journey,

I had relunctantly left a mile or more of enchanting landscape behind
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me when I thought I heard a muffled sneeze or a suppressed cough.
Naturally enough, I put the thought from me, thinking it was only the

sighing of the wind among the sturdy tree trunks, for who can trust

his senses in the witching gloaming. I had not gone far, however,
when again the wierd sound was repeated. This time it seemed to
rise with the light cloud of dust behind me. It was nearer and louder
than before. I looked back and sheer fright almost unseated me, for
there, through the gathering darkness, with lolling tongue, and foaming
throat, a rabid mastiff writhed along close to my back wheel. I turned,

and fear lent me strength.

I threw all my weight upon the pedals,

and strained every nerve to.save my life.
The winding pike that afforded so much pleasure before, served
now only to place my life in jeopardy. To gather speed was utterly

impossible; and the distempered brute held a straight course at every
bend. For a mile or more this compound of mental and physical agony
continued. I dared not look back. And yet I knew the savage canine
was gaining on me. For the trap-like snapping of its jaws grew ever
nearer. How much longer would it last? Puny man pitted against
a maddened beast. Would I succumb at last? Oh what a death!
If I could only meet some one on the road. But all was still—so still
indeed, that I could hearing the throbbing of my own heart, as it pumped
blood to my extermities
The brute was steadily gaining ground. For even now, in the

stillness that had settled around us, I could hear the labored breathing
of its swollen throat. Close to my heels it writhed. I knew it; Icould
resist no longer. I looked down and saw that which I should not have

seen.
Its bulging, blood-shot eyes were fixed upon me; and its bristling

body trembled for the final spring.

It was too much.

My nerves gave

way. My head swam. The landscape faded from my sight. I faintly
heard the ringing of a bell. Its harsh sound grew louder. The cruel

prefect pulled my pillow from the bed; and the First Division dormitory
was all astir.
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Taming Shrew No. 2
o)

eS
NicHoLas TAYLor, 715.

we

ATHLEEN was out of sorts that morning; not that she
was ever in, but that to-day she was more than ordinarily

shrewish.

Last night James had come back from the

wharf all tired, and she had had to do almost everything

herself. Perhaps James knew from which quarter the
—
wind blew, for he was extremely obliging, and even
Kathleen could find nothing on which to vent her shrewishness. But
just when breakfast was about over, James, by some dexterous manoeuvre tipped the coffee-pot, sending the steaming fluid on to the nice
white table-cloth, over the bread, into the salt-cellar, and finally flowing

over on Kathleen’s spotless apron. James did not wait. Saying a
hasty grace, he left the room to get ready for work. There was a momentary lull, but it did not last.
‘James, what do you mean by that? Come here; you're going to
clean this up,’’ she almost screamed.
“Why, Kathleen! That was pure accident. I can’t see how you
can be put out by sucha trifle. Only I wouldn’t scream so loud; the
O’Learys might think we’re at it again.’’There was no effort to conceal
the bantering in his voice.
“That’s all you can do. Mock me and make methe butt of your
wit. Last night—”’

“Don’t speak about last night. I was all tired from unloading the
barges, and you can’t expect that after that I’d do your housework.”’
‘“Who’s speaking about housework? If only you’d keep out of my
way, that’s all. But it’s just like you men-folks. Can’t keep my floor

clean a minute without you coming in and leaving your tracks there.
If you had been going straight for at least a week, I would have let the
coffee affair go by, but that was the last drop.”’
“Twasn’t a drop at all,’’ James banteringly remarked.
Contrary to his expectations, and to all former precedents, Kathleen
said nothing, but went about her work.

Bantering is good enough, but James knew it would not bring what
he wanted. This morning’s affair was only a too evident proof of that.
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Kathleen had been going it ever since they had moved to Dublin. How
all his hopes of blissful domestic life hadbeen shattered! But he wasn’t

too put out.

Kathleen needed dexterous handling, and unfortunately,

dexterity was not an item in James’ kit of mental outfit.
Last night it had been about a bit of dirt sticking under his shoe,
which only Kathleen could have discovered. And so from winding up
the clock to leaving a needle go astray, James had quite a formidable
array of business matter to attend to; and to forget the least of it was .
to gather storm-clouds faster than he could get under cover.
Dinner found him on his way back to the dreaded domestic circle.
On his right sleeve was a bit of dust. He flicked it off. His hands
were all full of ship’s tar. That must come off too. His shoes —luckily

they were clean.

And so after going through these precautionary

surveys, he found himself once more at his cottage door.
‘Bout time you’re coming,’’ was her greeting as he entered.
“T see Mrs. O’Leary’s been over. Did she say anything about
our mew carpet?”
“Yes; said it’s about time you were buying'a new one, and never
got through admiring the nice lump of mud you left there. I blushed
to the roots of my hair, so ashamed I was. By the way, how do you
know Mrs. O’Leary was over?”
James’ dexterity—the little he had—failed him. It had been a
random shot to avert a storm, and here he had started up something .

worse.
‘Oh, I just made a conjecture,’’ said James carelessly, and with a
slight emphasis on the last work. ‘‘What’s for dinner?” This last
was uttered in his sweetest f: shion and with sucharidiculous effort at
a smile that Kathleen burst into a hearty laugh.
;
“So, you must have been at Father John’s. You're awfully obliging.
Did he give you a good penance? Would it had been to keep your shoes
clean, and wind up the clock, and not lose my needles, and—and—,
well, anything from a smile to a
ss
“TI suppose my wages, all in a lump sum? What if you’d get a
notion to go to Father John? I bet he wouldn’t know where to begin,
and rate you among the incurables,’’ retaliated the joking husband.

Somehow there was a lull during dinner.
James made his way down to the wharf.

After a little lounging

As the afternoon wore on,

he thought of his plans for that evening; what he would say; how he

would go through his precautionary surveys; and a hundred other
things that formed part of his daily business. Then quite suddenly
he happened to think of Father John. Was it a knowing hint that
Kathleen had given him? At any rate he would stop in for a little
chat.
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“Come in,”’ said Father John. ‘‘Oh, so it’s you James.”’
‘Yes, your reverence; it’s myself.”
“And what may you be wanting?”
“Not much; I simply want to tell youalittle story.”’
“A story!” ejaculated Father John.
“Yes,’’ said James quite bluntly, ‘‘and the main characters are
Kathleen and myself.”
‘‘So it’s that you’re driving at. Well, any improvement?”
“If going the other way is improvement, your reverence, then yes.
Things are improving from bad to worse. Since I’ve been here last, I
lost half my patience, and the first half was about gone already, so it’s

not much I have left. Why I could smile and be obliging and most
delicate and all the other things you told me, for a whole eternity,
without affecting her in the least.”
“IT suppose it’s one of the kind that need prayer and fasting,”
Father John laughingly suggested.
James winced. Fasting and barge-work? He didn’t just see
where the two could come to terms.
“It is our common lot to have many afflictions, James; we are all
children of Adam.”’
‘Good enough,’’ said James “but I think that with my Kathleen
going at him day and night, one year would have been enough of penance
for Adam.”
‘““James!’”’ said Father John after a pause.
“Well, your reverence?”’
“Leave this matter to me. Meanwhile, just go about your daily
duty.”’
“Your blessing, your reverence,’’ ’ said James as he knelt down.
Father John then opened the door, and with a lighter heart James
then went about his daily work. Father John laughed till he cried.
“Tf it isn’t the queerest couple I ever set my eyes upon,”’ he said
half aloud. ‘“‘To-morrow? Well, sufficient for the day is the evil
thereof.”’

That evening Kathleen and James were exceptionally quiet. Leaving
her to do the dishes, James
enjoyed a delicious smoke,
worry in big white clouds.
on the wharf, forgetting for

Kathleen existed.

sat back in his chair in the next room and
dozing at intervals, and puffing away his
Next morning found him once more down
the time being that sucha creature as his

Next morning found Father John on one of his

parish rounds.
“Tf only—’”’ he said to himself, ‘‘if only I could have that opportunity. But it may come across my path to-day, so I will make the
trial.”’
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Half an hour later he stood at James’ cottage, and thought he heard
someone talking within.
‘Hello, that’s strange. I thought James was at work by this time.”’
said Father John to himself, as he proceeded to open the door. It was
part of his plan not to knock. Just as he opened the door, somebody
threw something at him that struck his hat, and fell to the floor. He
looked. It was James’ pipe. There stood Kathleen all in tears, digging
in her eyes with the corners of her nice white apron, in the center of
which was a large coffee stain.

“T just couldn’t help it,’’ she whimpered between her sobs. ‘‘There
he went and spoiled my beautiful table-cloth with his dirty old pipe,”
and she pointed to a little hole made by the hot ashes of James’ pipe
the night before.
James met Father John next morning and he was all bubbling over
with delight.

“Father, what saint’s relics did you take along?

She’s as gentle

as a lamb.”
Relics?”’ replied Father John, ‘‘Why if I’m not mistaken, they

were the live ashes of a quite modern saint,’’ and he laughed heartily.
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Face to Face
COG
RAPHAEL A. Sourp, 16.

O to your room until you make up your mind to do as
as I say,”’ a rough looking Kentuckian said to a boy
about nineteen.
Poor unfortunate Howard. This man, whom he
supposed to be his father, was trying to teach him
how to steal. He went up to his room and thought the

matter over.

This was not the first time that his father had given

him a lesson in stealing with the same result. Deep down in his heart
the boy knew that stealing was wrong, and he hated the man who tried
to force him to steal, so he thought that this was the time to leave this
den of crime.
It did not take long for him to get out of the house, but now the

difficulty arose.

Could he reach the nearest neighbors, living three

_ miles distant, that night? If he could, all danger of pursuit was past,
for his father had no horse and that part of Kentucky which was moun-

tainous was thinly inhabited.

He had another cause for leaving this unhappy home and that was
to find the woman who had instilled in his young heart all that was
good—his mother. So with a light heart at having got free of his
criminal father, he walked swiftly on until he reached his neighbor’s
house.
While there that night he picked up a paper which contained a
startling account of a gang of robbers being run down and caught by
a detective. Having read it, he said to himself: ‘‘Why cannot I become
a detective, and maybe, make up for my father’s crimes by catching

thieves and ridding the state of criminals?”’
He was told by the man of the house that Louisville was a very
large city and much crime of all sorts could be found there. To that

city Howard planned to go.

Arriving in Louisville, the young man in-

quired his way to the business section. Among other signs and inducements Howard noticed one which rea |—
“Brown Detective Agency
Men Wanted—Apply Within.”’
He said to himself as he started to enter, ‘‘Now is my chance.”

Going up to the man at the desk he asked if he might be considered an
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The man looked him over and among many other questions

asked the following:

“Have you any recommendations?”
“None save that I was sent away from home because I would not
steal, if that might be one.”’
;
The man liked his straight forwardness, and finally answered inthe

affirmative.

:

The Brown Detective Agency was certainly lucky to get such a

man, for Howard soon showed the criminals of Louisville that they were

not safe in committing crime. After three or four years, when Howard
had won renown in the detective world, a case was handed over to him,
which had baffled all the police in the city. He set about it with his
usual alertness to every clue, and finally had several criminals of the
gang of burglars rounded up in the jail. Under coercion they were forced
to reveal how their leader might be captured. Howard received information from them that it was their plan for their leader to rob awealthy
man’s house in the western part of the city. By sending out spies all
over the city, the exact location of the house and night set for the robbery were found out.
The night at last came, and with everything in readiness Howard
lay in wait in an old house directly across the street from the house
which was spotted for the robbery.
About eleven o’clock our hero was put on his guard by a noise
across the street he quietly left his station and crept nearer the other
house. He found to his surprise that sure enough there was the man,

for there in the shadow of the porch was a man stealthily trying to jimmy

a window open: Howard saw that his chance had come. As he neared
the burglar he was unfortunately discovered by the man, who after
firing a shot started off on a swift run. Howard was not thwarted,
so getting his own gun in readiness he started after the man. Bya run
of a square he gained on the fugitive, and called out, “Stop, or I will
shoot!’” The man did not obey, so our hero leveled his revolver at
the retreating figure and fired. The bullet immediately took effect
and the man fell. Running up to him Howard found that he had been

shot in the back.

With the aid of some men who. had been awakened

by the shot, the burglar was carried into a nearby house, being led in
by a woman. In a few minutes the man opened his eyes, and looking his
captor in the face said, ‘‘ Young man, is your name Howard West?”
’

“Tt is,’’ said Howard.

At the name West, the woman looked around.

Thedying man seeing

her face cried out, “‘ Mary! my wife—whom I have wronged!

Howard,

this is your mother who taught you to be honest,’”’ and gasping a short
breath he expired.
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Co-opera-

Man is essentially a social being.

Unless one is grounded

tio

in selfishness, immersed in easy going ways of the idler,
he can not but feel that he owes it to his fellow-man, to
his employer, to society, to mankind to take active interest in the many

things about him that call for willing workers.
The so-called composed beings can look on with a simian smile at
those who find time to interest themselves in something outside of themselves, are never really happy. Possessors of either blank minds incapable of refined pleasure or carping critics ever alert to say how things

done should not have been done, these men of leisure act as a drag on
healthy society today. The world would be better without them, for
their very presence discourages some of fellow-men who fear their cov-

ered scoffs and silent criticisms.
Fortunately, the majority of men of action totally ignore these
parasites of society who are eager to profit by things accomplished, the

last to give a word of encouragement, and the first to whisper the cowardly word of destructive criticism.
College young men would do well to take warning. Co-operate
at college wherever you can. Keep away from the rabble who find
fault but never lend a helping hand. Remember that happiness is
yours the day you learn the truth that happiness comes to him who rids
himself of ‘‘self’’. Love for your fellowman, activity in what tends to
the uplift of humanity, and co-operation, above all, in religious, social, and
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educational work is the first step to happiness, and the secret that
opens a world of peace and contentment for you.
A true friend is a priceless treasure. Have you many
friends? If you believe you have many friends in that
little world about you, either you are a wonder or you
are woefully deceived. We would not wish to upset you and put
distrust in your minds, but at the same time, better be awakened now
than deceived later.
‘
The man who is a “‘jolly good fellow”’ in his crowd; the man who
tells his ‘‘friends,’’ a few more or less everyday, his every secret, his
“‘honest”’ opinion of his associates, always has good listeners. But it is
not long before his chums in the card game, or the bunch at the pool
Friends

table, begin to wake up to the truth that his ever “honest” opinion is
anything but honest. They soon conclude that his ‘honest’ opinion
is nothing short of a habit of muck-raking, of a malicious easy-going
method of character-wrecking that has become a second nature to him.
“Murder will out,’’ and the “jolly good fellow” with his ‘‘honest”’
opinion is soon relegated to the junk heap of discards.
A true friend is indeed a treasure, but like a treasure, not found
every day, every hour, and everywhere. Therefore, be wise in calling
him a friend whom you would trust with your heart’s secrets. Remember, that for two friends to be true friends, there must be a kinship of

mentality, a warmth of heart’s blood and sacrificing devotion.

Can

you name your friends to your acquaintances and not feel ashamed of
them? If you can, there is a possibility they may be made true friends.
If you are not proud of present ‘‘friends,’’ then there is something
wrong not only with your so-called ‘‘friends’”’ but with your very self.
Your “friendship” has not been friendship at all, but a plain case of
evil associations. Look into yourself’!

Time .

“IT have no time’’ is a common excuse heard every
day. Sometimes it comes to jar us when someone who
has hours to read novels offers the lame excuse to escape

doing something that would benefit the many. All of us, no matter
what our station in life may be, will be brought face to face with the
problem of doing ‘our mite to boost something or help somebody.
“‘T have no time”’ is out of tune with the harmony of life; it reveals
a soul that is either embittered or selfish. If all men would say “‘I have
no time,’’ what a cold world this would be, every man living for himself.
Think of the social work that would be left undone, the deeds of kindness

unperformed, and the world made cold and dreary because selfishness
would keep men apart.
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The men who find time are those already crowded with work.
Their capacity for work is unlimited. On the other hand, those who say
“T have no time’’, are either too proud to confess their unfitness to
undertake anything of importance, or too lazy to do just a little more
that might help their fellow man.
College is a training school for character-building.
Opportunities

on all sides are offered where college students can help along in more ways
than one would imagine. As young men, beware of contracting the
habit of saying ‘‘I have no time.”” Your fellow-students about you who
carry full classes find time for dramatics, oratory, athletics, etc., and
why cannot you do the same? Remember, whether you are a mere boy
or a young man, that the world about you analyses the expression ‘‘I
have no time,”’ and analyses it correctly. It means “I am too selfish
to be interested, too lazy to be active.”’
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JUNE COMMENCEMENT
Board of

As we go to press, the Board of Governors are actively

Governors

engaged in devising ways and means to make the Commencement of 1914 the greatest re-union of years.
Letters of invitation will be sent out giving the time and place cf the
banquet. The Committee on Arrangements can be counted on for
making even a bigger success of the Annual Banquet than the MidWinter Dinner which pleased everybody.
Commence- Commencement will take place Tuesday, June 16, at

ment

2:00 p. m. in the College Hall.

While the old historic

“‘gym”’ is annually crowded, we earnestly invite the
Alumni and Old Boys who have not been present at Commencements
for some years, to take a day off, be present at Commencement this
year.
The

Speakers

Rt. Rev. Msgr. Thomas C. O’Reilly, D. D., LL. D., will

give the Commencement Address.

Monsignor O'Reilly

is the Chancellor of the Diocese of Cleveland, and an
eloquent speaker. St. Mary’s is indeed fortunate in securing this prominent speaker to address the graduates and their friends.

RICHELIEU
William Werner

Frank Thill

Francis Ligday

Jos. Evans

R. Wirshing

RICHELIEU
Dan. Collins

Frank Thill

Rufus Weber
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The
Banquet

Judging from the large attendance at the Mid-Winter
Meeting, there will be little trouble in filling the large
banquet hall in the city this year. Make this year of
1914 a banner year for your class. Have them all lined up. There will
be no Business Meeting to distract from the evening’s good cheer. It
will be just one jolly good time of good fellowship, one round of a review
of old days at Alma Mater. When you receive your letter, mail the
enclosed card immediately, saying ‘‘I’ll be there.”
Dr. James A. We received the following from our Loyal Old Boy,
Averdick, ’70 Doctor Averdick.
‘Editor Exponent: Enclosed find my check for another year’s
subscription. My College Messenger brings me glad or sad tidings, sometimes both. It was, indeed, sad news to read of the death of Brother °
Charles Woelfel. Good old soul, God give him rest! But a few years
my senior, I remember well when he and his father entered the novitiate,
I counted him among my old friendship’s relics. There are but few of
them left. They did their work nobly. The acorn they planted has

grown to be a noble oak.

Let us remember the pioneers of our Alma

Mater as the ones that made possible the success now an enthusiastic

reality.

Fraternally,

James A. AVERDICK.”’

Wm. T Ma- Wm. T. Mahoney, ’07, who travels for the Cahill Iron
honey, 707.
Works dropped us a card from Palm Beach, Florida.
“Bill” met two of his old chums of St. Mary’s, Lawrence
Janszen and Vincent Klein at the southern city.
The Mahoneys have been registered at St. Mary’s these many
years. Bill is 07, Joseph ’09, George is ’12, and Frank is in Fourth
high at the present time. Sport, especially basket ball and baseball
enrolled the Mahoneys as stars. We are in hopes of enrolling a fifth
Mahoney in our High Department in a few years.
Andrew A.
Cincinnati Old Boys will be pleased to know that

Hellmuth, 96 Andrew A. Helmuth is located with the Superior Gas
Engine Co., of Springfield, Ohio in a lucrative position. Past years,
our Old Boy was secretary of the Cincinnati Chapter
of the Alumni Association, and a main factor in the organization.

We will count on seeing our Old Boy down for Commencement,

June 16.
Hugh C.
Wall, *84

Springfield is 24 miles away.

The Dayton Journal carried quite an interesting story
of Hugh E. Wall and his rise to fame. Hugh today is
director of finance under Dayton’s new form of
government at a salary of $4000 a year.
He left St. Mary’s College thirty years ago, and took a position as
delivery boy at the meager salary of $1.75 a week. His work was that
of delivering packages, washing windows, and sweeping out the store.
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Delivery of packages was made in those days through the use of an ordidinary wheelbarrow.
Hugh left his first position at Elder & Johnston’s after two years,
went into the office of the John A. Murphy Coal Co., for two more years;

then into the Pennsylvania R. R. Office for two more. By this time
Hugh had acquired an education along lines he had ambition for, and
he entered the employ of the N. C. R. where he became most prominent

in the Auditing Department, remaining there for 14 years.
After that long period he went into business for himself as Public
Accountant. His reputation as an expert became more known, and it
was while auditing in Texas where he was called at the close of the past
year on special work. that he received a telegram asking him to accept

the position of ‘director of finance’’ under Dayton’s new form of government. It was certainly a plain case of the “‘position’’ seeking the man,
not man the “position”. His reputation for ability and integrity is
well known, and while the is going silently about his work, the public
- realizes in Hugh E. Wall they have an official who is capable, saving,
and one worth being proud of.

Fred T. New- The classmates of Fred T. Newman can get a line on
man, ’96

Fred when passing through Pittsburg by callinghim up
at 2830 Castlegate Ave., Brookline.
Fred tested-the steel used in the construction of the New
York Subway and the Panama Canal, ample proof that he holds a
position of trust secured through evidence of efficiency. Pittsburg has
quite a number of S. M. C. graduates in prominent positions, among
them being Charles B. Nash and Aloys Voelker. Let us hear from
you Fred, and tell us the story of your rise in the business world.
Rey. F. Jos.

Rev. T. Joseph Kelly, 90 has been abroad since last

Kelly, °90

October.

He spent several months in England studying

Solesmes Chant at Quarr Abbey on the Isle of Wight;
attended the ‘‘ Royal College for Organists,’’ at London; and a “College
for training of Boy Choirs.’’ He enjoyed exceptional opportunities, that

of being invited to play the great organ in Westminster Abbey, and of
hearing frequently the grand singing of the Boy Choirs of St. Paul’s
Cathedral and Westminster Abbey.

His work at the organ received so much praise that he was invited
to try for the ‘‘Diploma of Fellow’’ at London.

He successfully passed

the examination, and holds the proud distinction today of being the
only American holding a Diploma of ‘‘Fellow’”’ from the “Royal
College’’ of Organists of London.”’
We received a post card from Lourd the first week of May from
Father Kelly.
He contemplates visiting Brother Michael Schleich
S. M. in Belgium, pass through Switzerland, and remain in Rome for
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There he plans to pass an examination at the ‘‘School of

Sacred Music”’ at the hands of Father Di Santi, President of the Vatican
Commission of Plain Chant.
We congratulate Father Kelly on the honors that he so richly deserves, and we shall take much pleasure in congratulating him in person
on his return to Dayton this summer. May continued success be yours!

Ralph J.

Ralph is located at the present time at Elwood, Ind.

Mattingly,’05 (Box

234).

He represents the Western

Mfg.

Co.,

of Oskaloasa, Iowa.

We remember his old address in Erie, Colorado, where our Old
Boy lived for seven years after leaving college. Last summer he was
at close range with the Mexican Revolutionists when he was staying for
sometime at Matamoras. Ralph recently paid Alma Mater a visit and
was quite surprised to find v hat strides S. M. C. had made these past
few years.
August
We lost a line on August Metz until recently. At the
Metz, ’08
present writing he is studying for the priesthcod at
.
St. John’s Seminary, Little Rock, Arkansas. He wrote
us a letter recently, and was enthusiastic in recalling his days at St.
Mary’s. Let ushear from you, again. Tell us of your plans, and when
the happy day will come when you will be ordained.
Wedding Bells.
Otto J. Hub- Friends and classmates of Otto J. Hubbuch, ’07, will
buch, ’07
be interested to learn that Otto was married on April
29 to Miss Eline M. Kohlhepp, at St. John’s Catholic
Church, Louisville, Ky.
We extend our hearty good wishes to Otto and his bride, and we
that their honeymoon will give them an opportunity of visiting us at
the College.
Louis E.
“‘Louie’”’ put one over us Monday, May 4, when he
Moosbrugger was “leading man’’ at an early hour ceremony at
00
.Emmanuel Church. Miss Helen M. Vogel, a charming
young lady was the other party to the ceremony. Louis and his bride
were blessed by Rev. Father Sieber at a Nuptial Mass at 6:30, Wednesday, May 4. Urban Deger at the organ and Wm. J. Bueker, ’19, on the

violin added to the attractiveness of the ceremony with beautiful music.
We missed being there for the occasionas ‘‘ Louie”’ believes in doing things
first, and then only letting events speak for themselves. ‘‘Louie’’ and

his bride left for Saginaw, Mich., after the wedding breakfast.

The

arrangements were certainly ‘‘classy’’, judging from the society’s editor’s
story in the Daily News.
We are counting on congratulating ‘‘Louie’”’ on his return to Dayton where he has a host of friends who will give him the glad hand.

:
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College Notes

TR

:

mil

HIGHEST HONORS FOR MARCH
Collegiate Department
Robert Sherry, 93; Frank Thill, 90
:
Law. Strattner, 91; Clem. Yamashiro, 90

Senior Letters
Junior Engineering

Sophomore Letters.......... Carl Zimmermann, 86; Alph. Moeller, 85; Frank Culley,
Sophomore Engineering.............-..---------Aloys Schmedinhoff, 92; Arth. Zimmermann,
rier
noteetere=a
ee Raphael Sourd, 94; Joseph Evans,
Preshmian: Pnpineerng.. 98 oes
EeJoseph Windbiel, 92; Lyman Hill,
High School Department

85
90
92
91

Fourth High................ Chas. Meyer, 97; Edward Kinstle, 95; Waldemar Schmidt, 95
Oi Fie
..-Paul Ohmer, 96; James Keuping, 93; Aloys Kohl, 92
ee Higte osJoseph Shaefer, 94; Walter Berghoff, 92; Law. Warren, 92

Second Migh=Ae se neee ae a

tes eS Emil Kessler, 96; Urban Gochoel, 95

BOCONG ithe ns ae ee SN ee

First High-A
Oe ie
ee
APSE TIE oe a es

Daniel Collins, 95;

Carroll Hochwalt, 94

epe

age eaeJohn McCarthy, 97;
Ivo Stelzer, 94
John Trunk, 95; Rich Grote, 93 Rufus Weber, 93
ne ON ee
Hayden Hill, 96; David Burrows, 93
Business Department

RUIN ASURINCRA56 oo
Poirst Business. 213: ee

ee
Fred Kelly, 95; John Schleipeck, 94
Cliff. Ehret, 89; Ed. Menninger, 86; Robert Raue, 86
Elementary Department

Bighth Grade-A.

oe

M. Hannegan, 90; Hor. Johnson, 90; El. Enneking, 89

Peni Crrades
bye ee aes oe eS Carl Ernst, 87; George Roderer, 86

MOVE rraNe
as Brkt iotaGG
Reg Side
Religious

aaa en ee A Oe
ee, Raymond Helmig, 93; Victor Herbert, 93
ee
ee Herman Bumiller, 97; Edward Schneider, 95
eee

ee eo

eeWilbur Deardoff, 96;

Leonard Whelan, 93

Forty Hours Devotion was held at the College the early days

Notes

of May. The students were given opportunities by classes to
spend time in advocation before the Blessed Sacrement.
May Devotions are held daily in the different classes. These time-honored devotions that recall for adults today the charming days of their childhood, have still their
religious appeal, for back of them stands Mary, the august Mother of God.

The Branch Holy Name Societies Sodalaties of the Blessed Virgin, and League of
the Sacred Heart are active in their lines of religious zeal. Weekly confessions and
frequent and daily Communions are ample proof of the results of the religious activi-

ties at St. Mary’s College.
The Dramatic Association put on Richelieu in three performances;

Richelieu

Matinee, April 25; and evening performances April 26 and April
28. The matinee was well attended by children of the schools
of the city, for whom St. Mary’s dramatic performances have renewed interest year
after year.

a

.
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ee

Frank Thill

RICHELIEU
Daniel Collins

Hugh Ewing

RICHELIEU
H. Wirshing

F Garrity

C. Ryan

H. Ewing

F.Thill

D. Collins

F.Ligday

R. Weber
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The evening performances were marked by their pronounced success. Sunday
evening the hall was sold out, and Tuesday night came near equalling Sunday night’s
attendance.
James Muir, the dramatic critic of the Dayton Daily News has this to say of the
play. ‘Good work, carefully planned and faithfully executed, Richelieu was, and the
production was both a surprise andatreat to one person, at least, who is almost satiated
with professional performances of worthless plays. Richelieu was the most profession-like amateur production that the writer recalls ever having seen and a credit to
the cast. The acting of Francis Ligday in the part of Chevalier de Mauprat, was most
easy and natural. Ralph J. Wirshing, as Count de Baradas, read his lines with the
suggestion of craftiness and cunning that was right.”
Naturally with the large cast of the play, it was out of reason to expect a review
of every character. Mr. Muir.seemed especially pleased with the acting of Frank Thill
who played the heavy role of Richelieu. He had this to say. “Frank Thill played his
part with fine understanding of the character and with splendid elocution. By-play, —
that was illuminative, garnished the characterization. Infinite variety in reading
lines was shown by him. Quick glances, deftly and searchingly given, interesting .
play of features, and telling emphasis were discernable in his portrayal. Little was
lacking to make it a role worthy to be depicted on the professional stage.”
The managing editor of the Exponent would like to add just a word. Richelieu
was without doubt the best production staged by the Dramatic Association for many
years. The cast deserves unstinted praise for the successful staging of the play. Nothing but the highest words of commendation have been‘heard by the writer from people
of all walks of life who were warm in their words of praise for the work of the entire
cast who made possible the evenings of high class and most interesting entertainment.
For the benefit of the few who read Mr. Muir’s review of the play, and thought he
was finding fault, this article has been written.

‘“Jimmie’’ Muir is intimately ac-

quainted with the writer, and his appreciation and admiration for the grand work of
the entire cast is clearly given above that the wearing of ‘‘colored glasses’ may be
unnecessary for readers who fail to understand concise English.
A: Word of
Thanks

The Dramatic Association thanks the Committee on Program;
the classes and individuals that showed marked interest in
selling tickets; and last but not least, the stage managers of

Richelieu.
The Committee on Program was composed of the following: Clarence Deger,
Francis Ligday, Irvin Riley, Geo. Hockwalt, James Dwyer, Jos. Kienhoefer, Frank
Thill, Harvey Doran, Francis Schliff, John Ledger, William Schleinitz, Robert Sherry,
William O’Brien. Through their devoted efforts an attractive program was made
possible, which with its interesting sketches, aided practically in following the play, as
well as realizing a big lump to pay the heavy expenses of the play.
The classes that showed marked interest as a body in the sale of tickets were the —
following: II. High-B, $40.00; IV. High, $22.85; I, High-A, $21.90. The students
who displayed marked activity in individual sale of tickets were: Russell Rosenkrans,
$18.75; Frank Thill, $14.50; Alays Lechleitner, $9.75.
The stage managers’ work was of the professional type. Quick change of scenes,
artistic arrangements, and all that go to make successful the staging of a heavy play,

were well taken care of. The able force of stage managers were: Jeseph Leonard,
Joseph Holters, Joseph Houston, Irvin Riley, Edwin Richter, Frank Olberding.
Program of
Music

An exceptionally attractive program of music added to the
attractive evening’s of Richelieu. Nine pieces of ‘Incidental
Music”’ aided in creating the atmosphere of the play.
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The selections played between the acts were the following:
March, ‘‘La Sorella’’

Borel-Clere

Air of Louis XIII, ‘‘ Amaryllis”’

Henry Ghys

Intermezzo, ‘‘Le Secret”

Leonard Gautier

“Royal Court Minuet Louis XIV”
Pensee Pathetigue, ‘‘Love and Passion”’

Tangiers
Messina

March ,‘‘Le Pere de la Victoire’ (Father of Victory)

March, ‘‘The Dashing Cavalier”
Cast of
Characters

Louis XIII, King of France
Gaston, Duke of Orleans, brother to the King
Cound de Baradas, the King’s favorite

Cardinal Richelieu, Minister of France

:

The Chevalier de Mauprat__.Roland de Mortemar, ward to Richelieu
(a courtier)

Frank A. Thill

Francis Ligday

The Sieur de Beringhen, one of the conspirators
Clermont

Carl J. Ryan
Frank Garrity
Ralph J. Wirshing

Rufus Weber

Joseph Evans
Wm. Schleinitz

Joseph, a Capuchin Monk (Richelieu’s confidant)
:
Daniel Collins
Francois, a cleric in the service of Richelieu
Hugh Ewing
Huguet, an officer in Richelieu’s household—a spy_......-._---_-----------.- aaWm. Werner
De Lorme, a spy
Francis Schlipf
First Secretary of State
Joseph Leonard
Second Secretary of State
Carlos Diaz
Third Secretary of State
:
Raymond Carey
Courtiers
wij ssic wo Pee OMe
Robert Sherry
Fred Stroop
Carl Brunner
-o-+------------dmund Weser
Julian Grewie
Charles Deeds
Ivo Breig
Martin Synnet

Edwin Richter
Francis Culley
_...Holley Burch

Peter’s Pence

Despite the Easter holidays and their outlets for many a stray
nickel, the Peter’s Pence collection totalled almost the same as
last month.

This is praisworthy for the classes that made it

possible. If all the classes had joined hands with those who accomplished results the
sum of $20.90 for April would have been almost doubled. Classes not represented in
the April Peter Pence should organize and show a substantial interest and devotion
towards the Holy Father.
:
The two leading classes for April were: Second Business with an average of 38
cents, and the little chaps of the Fifth Grade with an average of 24 cents.
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Cart J. Ryan, ’95.
Martin Synnett, a member of the track team since track ath-

The Captains

letics were organized at St. Mary’s, has been chosen captain
of this year’s team. Martin is not only popular with the student
body, but has always proved a consistent point winner in past track meets, and should
therefore prove a worthy captain.
Orville Wunderlich, for two years second baseman upon the baseball team, was
elected captain of this year’s nine. Orville is a steady player and hard worker and he
is expected to set a worthy example for the team.
St. Mary’s 7

The first inning, in which the Saints virtually handed O. M. U.

vs.

three runs, proved disastrous for the locals.

The Saints then

O. M. U. 8
went after their opponents in good fashion but at the end were
one run shy. With the exception of the fourth and ninth innings Levi had the Saints
well under control, frequently fanning them.
Howett at third and Myers behind the bat performed nicely for the Saints. Zimmerman and Hart both pitched good ball, but errors were too much for them.

Levi
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Mahoney, 1b -...5
Wunderlick, 2b..4
Sacksteder, ss. ..4
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was the main works for the Ohio Medical U.
St. Mary’s

AS. -8-. 2832719
5
$0050 0029 -——-s
Three-base hit—Hart.

Two-base hits—Myers, McDowell, Briggs, Sacksteder.

Struck out—by Zimmerman 5, by Hart 7, by Levi 12.
Zimmerman 5, off Levi 1.

innings; off Hart 2 in five innings.
Armstrong.

Bases on balls—off Hart 1, off

Hits—off Levi, 14 in 9 innings; off Zimmerman

Hit by pitched ball—Hart.

6 in 4

Umpires—NMiller and
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St. Mary’s 8
St. Mary’s won the opening game but they had to work hard
vs.
for it as Capital pushed them hard all the way. Anabundance
Capitol Pt. 6
of hits and strikeouts by both teams featured the contest, whilst
errors were plentiful. The opening game showed that the saints have a good pitching
staff, and can hammer the ball, but their fielding needs improving. Smith in center,
had a big day handling five flies in excellent manner and weighing in with two hits.
Yamashiro was the only Saint player who played the full game and failed to break
into the hit column.
Capital
102 0—6
000 x
8
ort and Meyers.

TRACK TEAM
The men who will represent St. Mary’s when they meet Rosy Poly on the track,

have qualified for their respective events, and everything is in readiness for the meet.
There are no record breakers amongst the squad but Coach Hecke has developed an
evenly balanced team. They hope to win by scattering their points throughout the
different events, and not by concentrating them into a few first places.

ST. MARY’S CADETS
Cadets 7
A bad ninth inning almost cost the Cadets their opening game.
xs.
After Springfield had scored five runs and tied the score, Hart
Springfield 6
was sent in and he applied the brakes effectively. In their half
at bat, the Cadets scored the necessary run. Light hitting and good fielding featured
the game.

Muldoons 12
vs.
Cadets 4
teder showed up well

The Cincinnati Muldoons played havoc with the three Cadet
pitchers, and gathered in sixteen hits and twelve runs. The
Cadets had to be satisfied with eight hits and four runs. Sacksat his men position at short.

Cadets 7

_By getting the jump on the Cincy Shamrocks the Cadets scored

vs.
as many runs in the first two innings as the Queen City tribe
Shamrocks 6
did in the entire game. Another run in the seventh assured
them of victory. Hart pitched a good game for the Cadets whilst Solimans hada big
day with the war club getting four hits out of five times up.
Cadets........
=
om
See 00 00 10 x—
7
Shamrocks
00 31 00 1-3 0
— 6

Batteries: Hart and Mahrt; Pittman and Henning.
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Joun K ing, '16
Trailers.
Who is the detective that puts the editor wise on Beher and Swift?
Have you a permit to smoke?
““Bush”’ had a day off when the ‘“‘ Docs”’ handed us that stiff one.
Chronerberry, the Piqua pinch hitter broke into big company witha single.
Evans cracked an original one,—‘‘ You couldn’t hit Lake Erie with a paddle.
Coach Smith’s line of talk to Levi: “Think that home-plate is on a swing or an
elevator?”
Guess we need a “‘fairer’’ crowd to get our ball team to play for the grandstand.
Horscher had gone out of the floral business. He proveda failure at throwing
bouquets.
Did you get Hogan’s tin joke on the condensed milk?
It took Richelieu to make a “‘home run”’, draw in the ‘‘sheckels”’ and bring out the
“fair” crowd.
Rumors are to the effect that the Dramatic Association has declared a dividend.
Get in on the ground floor!
Did you see Stroop do the ‘‘Oakwood Dip” through the scene in the last act? Some
megaphone voice, Fred!
Some of the Seniors remarked as they saw the cute pages inRichelieu,‘ Think of it!
we were as pretty as that one day. Who would have thunked it?”’
. As we go to press the Athletic Association is planning to serve humming birds’
tongues instead of chicken.
Some class to the Dramatic program.
Yama! have you called up 3102? Mum’s the word!
Wagner! who said ‘‘it’s a strong stomach that has no turning?
Junior

Jottings

If Porter sleeps, would Ed Schnoor?
When plowing is over, is George Dunn?
Who said Warren was a poor ball player because he plays like Harley?

Shea! did you invent that tobacco mixture that makes a good ‘‘smudge, but gives
no smoke and no odor?’
Nolan! did you get the waterproof bib?
Hogan! love your ‘‘’lasses”’ bread?

Why?
Why do we speak of extreme cold as ‘‘bitter?’”’

Why do we say “dry asa fish?”

or as “deaf asa post”?
Or as ‘“‘dead asa door nail?” Or as “slick as a whistle?”
(Boston Transcript.)
Well, if you insist, why do we say as “‘bold as brass?” Or ‘as mad as a hatter?”
Or ‘‘as drunk as a lord?” Or “‘as plain as day?”’ Or ‘“‘as mild as milk?”—(Cleveland
Plain Dealer.)
And while public interest in this subject is keen, why do we say ‘“‘as bright as a
button?” Or “as sound asa nut?” Or “as happy asaclam?” Or “as wise as an
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owl?”’ Or“‘asgayasalark?”’ Or “‘as fineasa fiddle?’”’ Or ‘“‘as brownasa berry?’’—
(Springfield Mass. Union.)
Since the matter is up for discussion, why do we say ‘“‘as good as gold?”’ Or “as
mad as hop ?” Or “as fine as silk?” Or “as soft as mush?’”—(Chicago Record
Herald).

Now that the debate is so well under way, why do we say “‘as fresh as a daisy?”
Or “‘as poor aa church mouse?’’ Or ‘‘as cheap as dirt?”’ Or as ‘‘dull as lead?” - Or
“‘as full as a goat?’’—(Detroit Free Press.)

Then just as information, tell us why we say ‘‘as stillas a mouse?’”’ Or “‘as pretty
as a peach?” Or ‘as black as the ace of spades?’”’ Or “‘as silly asa loon?” Or “‘as
fat asatub?’’ Or “as slim as pipestem?’’ Or‘‘as sound asa dollar?”’ Of ‘‘as fresh
as a rose?’’-—(Dayton Daily News).
Cutlets
The Fly—‘‘A familiar summer boarder who mingles with the cream of society,
gets stuck on the butter, and leaves his specks behind”’.

Freshmen Poets please copy—‘‘ The sea was wet as wet could be; The sands were
dry as dry; You could not see a cloud, because no cloud was in the sky.

No birds

were flying over head—there were no birds to fly.”
Toastmaster at A. A. Banquet—‘‘ Young man, set down and keep still—you will
have plenty of chances to make a phool ov yourself before you die.’’—(Simplified
spelling to reach everybody.)
French Lick Soph.—‘‘I have enjoyed poor health considerable in my life, but never
did I enjoy so much sickness as I did on that pleasure exertion during exams.”
The Plumber’s Dream—‘“ Nothing can move a man who is paid by the hour.
How sweet the flight of time seems to his calm mind.”
More Poetry—’‘There was a small boy of Quebec, who was buried in snow to his
neck; When he said are you friz?

He replied, ‘‘ Yes, I is—But we don’t call this cold

in Quebec.”’
Engineers! take notice!—‘‘A fox terrier six inches high and one foot long can
dig a hole three feet deep in one minute. To dig the Panama Canal in one month
would only require a fox terrier 89 feet long and 10 feet high.”
Try It.
Two gentlemen who were playing cards at a club recently were annoyed by other

members who stood behind their chairs and interested themselves in the game. Finally
one of the players asked a spectator to play the hand for him until he returned.
The spectator took the cards, whereupon the first player left the room.

Pretty

soon the second player followed the example of the first. The two substitutes played
for some time, when one of them asked the waiter where the two original players were.
““They are playing cards in the next room, sir,’’ was the waiter’s reply.—Selected.
Foolish Question.
It wasa very hot day, and the fat drummer who wanted the 12:20 train got through

the gate just 12:21. ‘The ensuing handicap was watched with absorbed interest both
from the train and the station platform.
:
At its conclusion the breathless and perspiring knight of the road wearily took the
back trail, and a vacant faced porter came out to relieve him of his grip.
““Mister,’’ he inquired, ‘‘was you tryin’ to ketch that Pennsylvania train?”’
“No, my son,”’ replied the drummer. ‘‘No,
I was merely chasing it out of the

yard. ’’—Selected.
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It Costs to Save.
It struck me square one evening,

That I must begin to save.
For the state of my finances,

Were becoming very grave.
So I cut out all my car fare,

Walked a long two miles each way,
Happy with the pleasant knowledge,
That I saved a dime a day.
Then I said, ‘Good bye, perfectos,’”
Told my friends I’d ceased to smoke.
For I knew with sucha habit,

That I soon would be dead broke.
So I practiced petty savings,
Inconveniences I bore.

Knowing that although they hurt me,
I had savedalittle more.
Now a month had passed and vanished,
Whena little bill came due.
And I thought about my savings,

Where they were I never knew.
Any my shoes did need half soleing,

And my lunch bills took a soar.
For when I was not smoking,
I ate twice as much or more.

So I’ve given over saving,
And I go down on the car,

Gaily smiling in my paper,
From behind a big cigar.—Selected.

Can You Beat It?
“Some time ago,”’ said the traveling man from Little Rock, ‘I was horsebacking
through the woods in that frontier portion of our state in which the hogs still run wild,
with an occasional homeopathic dose of corn to keep them reminded that there are

ties that bind them to mankind. Ina heavily-timbered tract I came upon a big herd
of porkers that were behaving in a most remarkable manner. They would rush madly
in one direction for a hundred yards or so, squealing vigorously and hopeful, then stop,
sniff the air, utter a shriek of disappointment and make an equally mad dash at another
angle. I watched them for some time without being able in the least to fathom the
mystery. Half a mile further on I came to acabininthe woods. An old man sat on
an inverted keg in the doorway, smoking a corncob pipe. The quandry of the pigs
was still torturing me, so, as soon as we had passed a perfunctory, ‘Howdy’ I said to
him:
“Stranger, I passed a lot of hogs down there in the brush just now that were be-

having very strangely. They would start and run at full speed in one direction, then
stop and take a fresh start some other way. Can you explain it?”’
“Yas, stranger, I reckon I kin,’ he replied in the stage whisper that had charac-

terized his first greeting. ‘“‘Them’s my hawgs. I ust t’ call them up an feed ’em now
and then, but t’other day I lost m’ voice an’ I tuck t’ callin’ °em by poundin’ on a tree
with a stick. An’ now them woodpeckers has got ’em crazy.’’—Selected.
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Re-Advertising.
The hen lays the eggs! and the cheerful farmer’s wife gathers the eggs, hies to the

busy marts of commerce where she exchanges it for coin of the realm. Meanwhile
sister hen has quietly gone about her business which is to produce more eggs—more
coin. Which enables the C. F. W. to ride about in a five passenger benzine buggy.
But does the hen get due credit? Come now, let us delve deeply into present and
past literature, that we may see. Do we read about the little brown hen. Not so
that one could notice it.
Gray spent some twelve years writing the Elegy. In all this time he sat down
each morn to his bacon and eggs but—the rooster receives the press notice. Simply
because of his ability to make a noise, thus attracting the notice, we read of ‘‘ The Cock
Shrill Clarion.”’
There you have it. Upon every possible occasion Mr. Rooster advertises himself.
Three times during the night, while the faithful productive hen is ‘slumbering, the old
boy wakes up to announce that he is on the job.
Did poet ever sing of the hen? No, Claudius, he sings of the rooster. There was
a time when we paid $3.00 per to see Chanticler strut about the barnyard in the play.
Bold Chanticler had vociferated into Mons. Rostands ear at every opportunity, consequently he was a hero.
While the faithful spouse was attending strictly to business, Bold Chanticler was
press agenting for himself. Therefore he receives Biblical mention, being wise enough
to crow at the right time. As the little brown hen merely laid eggs, she couldn’t expect
St. Peter to notice her.
Now, when we city folk stroll into a chicken show we are all eyes and ears for bold
Chanticler. He is at the front of the coop, preening himself right up in the spot light.
If that is not enough, ever and anon he lifts his voice.

‘‘Gee!’’ we mutter, ‘‘Some

bird!”
It was ever thus, from the days of Old Rameses, through the dark ages, in Shakespere’s time and now.

The rooster gets all the write ups, simply on account of his

ability to ascend to the top of the rail fence and keep in the public eye and ear. Meanwhile the little brown hen keeps us supplied with eggs at 45 cents per dozén, and now and
then we swear at her for keeping the price so high.
Yet we have nothing but words of praise for that vainglorious old rooster who

couldn’t lay an egg if he tried.
What’s the moral? Dummed if I know of but one—It pays to advertise.—Selected.
Absent-mindedness.

A prominent lawyer tells how Rufus Choate got from a witness the finest definitionof absent-mindedness he ever heard.
“What do you think is absent-mindedness?’’ asked Choate, who was putting witness through a hot cross-examination.
““Well,’’ replied the witness, in a slow, deliberate tone, ‘if a man who thought he
had left his watch at home, took it out of his pocket to see if he had time to go back

and get it, I would call him a leetle absent-minded.”
Trouble.
““Trouble?’”’ asked the bystander.
““Some,’”’ replied the man under the car.

‘“What power car is it?”
““Forty-horse.”’
““What seems to be the matter with it.?”’

“Well, from the way she acts I should say that 39 of the horses were dead”’.
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Call and See Us....
For Your Graduation Clothes, Hats and
Haberdashery,

Young Men Outfitters, Latest Styles.

| H. HOLLENCAMP SONS CO.
THE HOUSE OF DAYTON, OHIO.

We are Ready to Show You
WONDERFUL VALUES

|
Dales
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Lily Brew
The

Dee Bee

embodiment

of

QUALITY and PURITY
Its delicious taste.

Its mild and exquisite flavor
has made it the People’s favorite BEER.

Cream Ale
A substantial and wholesome

nourishment—A health giving

tonic for the tired worn out

system.

Sold only in bottles

On draught at all bars

Order a Case for Home
Use.

Case Orders Promptly
Filled.

The Dayton Breweries Co.
DAYTON, OHIO

Tell the ‘‘Man”’ you saw his ad. in The Exponent.
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Bell Phone 413

Home Phone 2413

TheWeakley and Worman Co.
Wholesale

Grocers

DAYTON

440 E. Third St.

16 S. Wayne Ave.
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The Cappel Furniture Co.

:

HOME FURNISHINGS

FURNITURE
CARPETS

STOVES

LINOLEUM

Those who seek newer ideas, choice patterns or a greater degree of
exclusive designs, will do well to inspect our immense line
of House Furnishings always on display at prices
lower than others dare to ask.
Largest in Ohio—Pioneer Credit House

South of Postoffice

‘*The Wayne”’

215-221 South Main Street

121-123-125 East Fifth Street

Ls
Tell the ‘‘Man”’ you saw his ad. in The Exponent.
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The above cut shows our beautiful Confectionery in the Arcade. This is the only first-class
Confectionery in the City.
Here you can get nothing but the best. Our Ice Cream, of all
flavors, Ices, Fancy Sundaes, the Delicious Chocolates and Bon Bons have no equal. We
serve Hot Drinks in cold weather.
Everything we sell is manufactured by us.
Our aim is
to treat all customers cordially and to please them in every way.
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O’BRIEN BROS.
MEAT
Will Please You
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE
BOTH PHONES—4742
AUTO DELIVERY
161-162-163-164-165 ARCADE MARKET

Tell the ‘‘Man’’ you saw his ad. in the Exponent.

The McCabe-Shephern-Coe Co.
O. P. McCABE, President
JANE COE GARDNER, Vice President
BRUCE C. SHEPHERD, Secretary-Treasurer

SECOND FLOOR, REIBOLD BUILDING
Phones:

Bell 526, Home 4728 and 6665

Representing Leading Fire, Casuality and Bonding Companies.
PROMPT AND EXPERIENCED SERVICE IN ALL INSURANCE
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The G. W. Tischer Co.
84 N. Main St.

Dayton, Ohio

BE OF GOOD CHEER
and escape many of the ills of life by using the
genuine INDIAN HERB TABLETS.

Prepared for the Great American Herb Co.,
Washington, D. C., (and sold by Geo. H. Parker
ei * = since 1899.)
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For any disease induced by Con-

stipation. And enough of Parker’s K. & B.
(Pink) Herb Tablets to keep the urinary organs
normal.

A fine line of comic and souvenir Post Cards, and Branch Office of The

Dayton Laundry Co., at my store, 324 E. Fifth St., Dayton, Ohio.
A transfer point, West of Cor. Fifth and Browns Sts.
Tell the ‘‘Man’’ you saw his ad. in The Exponent.

Telephone Bell 745

Telepone Home 2745

It’s High Time You were Ready for Fly Time.

The F’. A. Requarth Company
LUMBER AND MILL WORK
Monument Ave and Sears St.

DAYTON, OHIO

THE TRUAX HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to GEORGE GRABEDINKLE
307 to 311 Wayne Avenue
HARDWARE, PUMPS, SEEDS, PAINTS, CARPENTERS’
TOOLS AND BUILDERS’ HARDWARE
Also Sole Agents for
COLE’S HOT BLAST STOVES AND RANGES
Let Us Demonstrate the Quality of These Stoves.

The Olt Brewing Co.
Olt’s Cream Ale
Has Gained Public Favor on Account of
SUPER B-TONIC: PROPERTIES

“Superba Beer’ 9
The MALT BEVERAGE of Exceptional
Quality—Once Used, Always Desired.
Phones:

Home 2164 and 2174

Just say—‘‘Exponent,’’ and please our advertisers.

Bell 860

Health and Happiness
ARE HABITUAL WITH THOSE WHO DRINK
HOLLENCAMP’S BEER REGULARLY

HEALTH---Because Hollen-

camp’s “Golden Glow” beer is
wholesome

and_

nutritious.
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HAPPINESS---Because it is

refreshing, palatable and a
chaser of tired feeling of either body or mind.
$
Have us send you a case. Before it is gone you will
already have begun to feel its beneficial effects

HOLLENCAMP’S
(Independent) Brewing Co.
=== BOTH PHONES
Tell the “‘Man’’ you saw his ad. in The Exponent.
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THE WM. FOCKE’S SONS CO.
Dealersin a Full Line of All Kinds of

Meats, Lard and Provisions
If You Want the Best, Use Focke’s
FREE DELIVERY TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY
Phones: Bell, East 132 and 133; Home 2305
1004-1006 East Fifth Street

Packing House:
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East Springfield Street
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WHY NOT YOU?
ALL S. M. C. STUDENTS RELISH

ICK CREAM
— Made

by——

THE SWARTZEL ICE CREAM Co.
23-35 WEST FOURTH STREET

Leonard B. Witte

Joseph H. Tegenkamp

CATHOLIC LIBRARY STORE
——DEALERS IN

PRAYER

BOOKS,

RELIGIOUS

ARTICLES,

PICTURES

Importers of

Candles, Sanct. Oil,

Vestments, Laces,
Banners, Chalices,
Ostensoria, Etc.

Incense, Charcoal,
Tapers, Etc.
Mission Supplies.

411 E. Fifth St.

Home Phone 11199

DAYTON, OHIO

IZONAR’S CANDIES.
are Wholesome, Pure and Delicious.

THE FINEST ICE CREAM IN DAYTON

20 South Main Street
} 4 East Third Street

Fifth and Ludlow Streets|
140 South Main Street

Just say—‘‘Exponent,’’ and please our advertisers.

Duell’s Bread

Cody’s Celebrated Hats

And Confectionery are used
by the S. M. C. Four
Hundred

After you look around and see the
hats other good merchants are
showing at $3.00, then you’ll wonder
why Bill Cody’s are only $2.00.
Paying more is overpaying.

This should be a sufficient
recommendation

A. H. DUELL, 61 Little St.

BILL CODY
Stores:

5-7-9 Arcade—19 E. Fifth St.

The John A. Murphy Co. The Patterson Tool
& Supply Company

COAL

HAMILTON OTTO

COKE

38 North Main Street

Main Office, 224 S. Ludlow St.

Mechanics’ tools of every description.. Iron
and Wood Working Machinery, Factory
supplies for all classes of Manufacturing.

Old Reliable S. M. C. Boys Buy

BELL 888

HoME 8828

ADAM DEGER’S

McDermont & Clemens

CAKES AND
CONFECTIONS

FINE PLUMBING

Brown St. and Union Ave.

Broomell’s Vapor System of Heating
a Specialty for Residences,
Schools and Churches
23 N. Jefferson St.

DAYTON

OHIO

The ARCADE
Barber Shop
Our ten-chair service assures no long
waits.
Our new equipment
gives the best work
possible.
Our Sanitary Systems guarantee sat-

isfaction.
Our prices are the
game as you pay
elsewhere.

We'd like you to be
one of our regular
customers.

14 and 16 Arcade

MANICURING
Tell the ‘‘Man’’ you saw his ad. in The Exponent.

A GOOD WORD
IS HEARD ON EVERY SIDE ABOUT
OUR “SEPIA: PORTRAITS"?

THE LEEZER STUDIO
SUCCESSORS TO THE BOWERSOX STUDIO
137 Canby Building

Dayton, Ohio

OPTICIANS
DIAMOND EXPERTS
FINE REPAIRING

DIAMONDS, WATCHES,
JEWELRY

=.

17 East Fifth Street
DAY TON; OTLO

EAT

Laurel Butter Crackers
BEST ON EARTH

Manufactured only by

The Dayton Biscuit Company
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

Ferneding’s Fashionable Footwear
HEADQUARTERS FOR

SHOES, OXFORDS, PUMPS
_ “Always the Latest”

<

=

“Always the Lowest”

FERNEDING SHOE STORE mngpér.
Just say—‘‘Exponent,’’ and please our advertisers.

QUALITY
CUT RATE DRUGS

PRE Tain Ge R
33 East Third Ttreet

Mine

A.

NIPGEN

& €O:

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in All Kinds of

WINES

AND

LIQUORS

SOLE OWNERS OF NIPGEN’S MALT RYE
The Best for the Palate and Medicinal Purposes in the World.

Distributers of Sheboygan Mineral Water and World Famous Ginger
Ale and Sunny Brook Whiskey.
Bell Phone 397.

136 EAST THIRD STREET

Home 2397

WM. F. FREY Buckeye Barbers

Supply Company

Wholesale Dealers in

Is the place to buy Razors, Strops, Hair

CHEESE

Tonic, Toilet Waters, Perfumes, Pocket
Knives, Shears, Hair Brushes, Combs, Etc.
CLARENCE S. WIGGIM

228-230 Bainbridge Street

214 East Third Street

Home Phone 3227

Opp. Public Library.

W. J. SHERER Co.
25 Perrine St.
DAYTON, OHIO
Bell Phone 3893
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The William Hall

Electric Co.
Supplies and
Construction

118 W. Fourth Street

DAYTON, OHIO

BERNHARD BROS. Herman Soehner
Sole Agent
BLENDS f28,cu2
QUALITY
Roasters of High Grade Coffees
Jobbers of Teas and Spices
You cannot afford to pass us by when
in the market.
Ask Your Grocer

BERNHARD BROS.
Pine and Marshall Sts.

DAYTON, OHIO

.THE

Wholesale

112 South Jefferson Street

Dayton Ice Cream
Absolutely Pure and Wholesome
Manufactured by

DaytonIceCream

Dry Goods and Notions
Home Phone 2688

Roofing and Spouting,
General Jobbing

Be sure and ask for

John T. Barlow Co.

Third and Sears Sts.

GARLAND
STOVES

DAYTON, O.
Bell Phone 688

The Dayton Lumber and
Manufacturing Co.
LUMBER LATH AND SHINGLES

Manufacturers of
DOORS, SASH, BLINDS
And All Kinds of Mill Work

and Dairy Co.

Perfection Butter is the Best.

YOUNG MAN!
If there is anything new in Hats
and Caps, we have it.

Hamiel Hat Co.
EXCLUSIVE $1.00 and $2.00
HATTERS
for Men, Young Men and Boys
Corner Fifth and Ludlow St.

Tell the ‘‘Man’’ you saw his ad. in The Exponent.

AURORA PAINT
GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY

PERFECT

Spartan Art Strains and Fillers
Muresco Wall Paper Finish
The Dayton Paint Supply Co.
OPERATING. DEPOT
THE MARIETTA PAINT AND COLOR CO., Marietta, Onto

DISTRIBUTERS anp JOBBERS
431-433 435 E. 5TH St.

19-21-23 S. JaAcKson St.

DAYTON, OHIO
ae

Professional Men and Men in
all lines of business are found in
the Exponent.
There ts a reason!

It’s a good medium to get before the public.

lin

WENTY-FIVE YEARS FROM NOW
You will wonder just how you looked when in col-

lege, young and full of vigor.

Wecan furnish you a copy

of YOUR LIKENESS that will please you.

SMITH BROS., Photographers
18 EAST FOURTH STREET
Tell the ‘‘Man’’ you saw his ad. in The Exponent.
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DR. F. S$. KELLER

DENTIST
4-5-6 LYRIC THEATRE BLDG.
Bell Phone, Main 989

Home Phone 5522

Bell Main 1429

Home 4839

Albert Pretzinger—Edw. P. Musselman
ARCHITECTS
1125-28, 1138-39 Reibold Building
Tel.

Bell 1908
:

Tel.

Home S747
.

DAYTON, OHIO
Phone East 485

Res. Phone Home 4142
Phone Main 2485

Ben Westbrock
THE USE OF MY NEW
MODERN CHAPEL FREE
Dayton, Ohio

R. E. FLORY, D.D.S.
Suite 607 Conover Bldg.
Office Hours:
8 to 11 a. m.
lto5 p.m.

DAYTON, OHIO
Phones:
Office: Main 865
Residence: M. 5464

C EI

718 Wayne Ave.

YOUR FOOD to be properly digested and taken up, must be
thoroughly masticated. To masticate properly you
must have good teeth.

:

TRRIREIREHERESIES
ICE IIEIRE

20-22 East Third St.

UNDERTAKER

TERREEBC EIR

Photographer

NIEHAUS & DOHSE
35 East Fifth Street

Sporting Goods. Everything is Athletic
and Gymnasium Outfits. _Kodaks and
Phonographs.
Flying Merkel Motorcycles and Bicycles.
First-Class Repair Shop at
226 S. Main St.
It’s a well-spent dime that

buys a

ae

Bell Phone Main 33
Home Phone 3333

Schaeffer & Gengnagel

Cigar

Jobbers and Retailers of

J. B. MOOS CO.

Coal, Sewer Pipe, Building Material:
Portland and Hydraulic Cement

Distributors.

812 to 828 E. Fifth St., DAYTON, OHIO
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Chas. W. Schaeffer
Geo. H. Gengnagel

UTZINGER Says:
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A SQUARE PLEA for Your. Business.
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POPULAR PRICES PREVAIL

E
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DAYTON’S FOREMOST HATTER AND FURNISHER

5 EAST FIFTH ST.
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CUT GLASS THAT WILL PLEASE YOU
Finest Stock in- the City at Honest Prices.

F. G. MEYER, 134 South Main Street
CALL AND BE CONVINCED
HAARLEAR IERIE REISE LEIAL LEALLEARILLIALEELLEELALAE
Just say—‘*Exponent * and please our advertisers.
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Weara HARVARD SUIT this
Summer.

Notice the FIT, the

SEYLE, the COMPORT, -and
the WEARING QUALITIES.
Ask S. M. C. young men how
they like HARVARD Clothes!We leave it to them.

DRESS for

$10.00

$15.00

$20.00

HARVARD
MA RK

Fifth and
Jefferson

OF

O-U Abit sy

Harvard's
Corner

sreransnies

SHORT STORY TELLING —
A

COURSE of forty lessons in the history, form,

structure, and writing of the Short-Story taught
by Dr. J. Berg Esenwein, Editor of Lippincott’s
Magazine.
Story-writers must be made as well as born; they

must master the details of construction if they would
turn their talents to account.

May we send you the names of students and graduates who have succeeded? And the success their
letters prove is practical.

It means recognition, -ac-

cepted manuscripts and checks from editors.
One student writes:

‘‘I know that you will

be pleased when I tell you that I have just
received a check for $125 from ‘Everybody’s’ for
i
Dr.

Esenwein

a humorous story. They ask for more. I am
feeling very happy, and very grateful to Dr.
Esenwein.”’

We also offer courses in Photoplay Writing, Poetry and Verse Writing,

Journalism; in all over One Hundred Home Study Courses, many of them under professorsin Harvard, Brown, Cornell, and other leading colleges.
250-Page Catalog FREE. Please address

The Home Correspondence School

Dept. 229
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: The Tiffin Manufacturing Company
Manufacturers of

CHURCH FURNITURE
Pews, Pulpits, Confessionals, Prie Dieus, Vestment Cases and Baptismals
3s
os:
$s:

Altars,

Altar

Railings,

Station Frames, Pedestals, etc.

beta

Ses
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From Architect’s or Original Designs
Sketches and Estimates Furnished

on Application

Tiffin,

Ohio
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SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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Tell the ‘‘Man’’ you saw his ad. in The Exponent.

The Traveler’s Insurance Company
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Represented by

HENRY J. WERST”’
Our Guaranteed Low Cost Life Insurance Policies with Disability Provision
Guarantee every figure, eliminate all uncertainties, and afford the maximum amount
of Insurance at the lowest cost.

During the fifty years since The Travelers organized the business of accident
insurance in this country, it has paid over 570,000 accident and health claims, with
benefits amounting to over $37,000,000—an unequaled record of service.
The benefits of these policies are so large and the cost is so small that no man
can afford to be without an Accident and Health policy in

THE TRAVELERS
I refer you to Rev. John T. Gallagher, Rev. J. S. Sieber Ph. D., Messrs
Eugene C. Gerlach, 12, George A. Taylor, A. W. Kling, W. F. Longstreth.

HENRY J. WERST, 9th FLOOR SCHWIND BLDG.
BELL 5310

é

Residence Phone—Home 11400-2

HOME 3735

“Dayton System’? Union Suits
Aol
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The garment that will make a hit with the fellow who
loves comfort as well as being well dressed.
We are showing all the best materials in this sure-fit
Union Suit at Attractive Prices.

The Johnston-Shelton Co.
Our Line OR aens>

Sporting Goods
PLEASE THE ATHLETES AT
ST. MARY’S COLLEGE
|

No Better Goods Made

Send for Catalog

| The Draper & Maynard Co.
PLYMOUTH, N. H.
Just say—‘‘Exponent,’’ and please our advertisers.

Prince’s
ToricLenses
EVERY OPTICIAN in town is ready to

serve you. But EYESIGHT is PRICELESS.
Right Glasses are important.
Will you splace yourself in doubtful} or
incompetent hands?
PRINCE’S TORIC LENSES can not
be bought of any other houses NO
MATTER WHAT THEY CLAIM.

Don’t Visit Cincinnati

Without Calling on Us
And Have Your Sight
Fitted With a Pair of

‘

Prince’s Celebrated Torie Lenses

2h

e

Optician
108 W. Fourth St.

PHONES—Main 830, Main 832, Main 833, Main 834, Main 835.

A. JANSZEN & CO.
Wholesale

Grocers

S. E. Corner:Second and Walnut Streets

101 to 117j{East Second Street

Cincinnati, Ohio

Just_say—‘‘Exponent”’ and please our advertisers.

